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Certification Test Report
 
The Owens-Illinois, Inc., SUNPAKTM Model SEC 601 air cooled collector
 
has been certified it meets national standards and codes as defined
 
by the Subsystem Performance Specification and Verification Plan
 
of contract NAS8-32259. The design, fabrication, installation and
 
verification test and analysis of the Model SEC-601 collector were
 
accomplished under contract NAS8-32259, dated October 28, 1976. The
 
Architectural and Engineering firm , Smith, Hinchman and Grylls, Detroit,
 
Michigan, acted in the capacity of the independent certification agency.
 
The SUNPAKTM Model SEC-601 collector was tested and evaluated to the
 
applicable sections of the Interim Performance Criteria for Solar
 
Heating and Combined Heating and Cooling Systems and Dwellings pre­
pared for the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development by
 
-the National Bureau of Standards, dated January-1., 1975. The Model
 
SEC-601 collector successfully completed all requirements and criteriop
 
of the Verification Test Program as evidenced by the documentation
 
which follows.
 
The SUNPAKTM Model SEC-601 air cooled collector is a marketable sub­
system for solar heating and combined heating and cooling systems for
 
dwellings and commercial installation.
 
Robert F. Romaker Kenneth L. Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval 
David C. Miller,Ph.D. t iMlliam C. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certificatibn-Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084)' 
SH&G Certification Officer 
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1.3 Collector Perforiance. 
1.3,1 Collector efficiency. 
The thermial performance of the Model SEC-601 air cooled 
collector was investigated on the basis of its operating performance 
on an all day brsis. That is, the useful energy gain of the col­
lector:
 
q1 nrC (To - Ti) (1) 
is cvaltt~ted in five (5) minute increments from sunrise to sunset. 
Test points were obtained for relatively clear day operating conditions 
for (Ti - Ta)/TTr near 0.04, 0.05, 0.3, 0.44, 0.43, 0.60. Additional 
test points w-,ere also obtained under cloudy and intermaittent cloudy dny 
conditions. Solar radiation uas measured in the plane of the collector 
using an Eppley PSP with integrator for the total radiation measurement 
and on Eppley 8-48 with shadow band and integrator for the diffuse solar 
radiation measurement. 
The five minute incremental data were sumned over the day from
 
sunrise to sunset. The approximate collector fluid inlet temperature
 
for a given test day was established during the night time hours prior
 
to the test day. The near zero intercept test point data was obtained
 
by ingesting arbient air into the air fan inlet and dumping the 
effluent from the collector overboard to ambient. The collector inlet
 
temperature thus fIr-tuated throughout the day with ambient temperature. 
The higher collector fluid inlet temperatures were obtained by using 
a liquid energy source and an air liquid heat exchanger to estailish
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the collector air inlet temperature. Rear constant inlet temperatures
 
were obtained by using city water to dilute the liquid energy source and
 
dumping the exces's water to the sewer.
 
Figures 1.3.1(a) through (f)contain the computer output data
 
for the six specific days used to establish the Model SEC 601 air cooled
 
collector characteristic efficiency curve., The curve is presented in
 
Figure 1.3.1(g). The data points are noted by open circles. Added 
experimental data points are indicated inFigure 1.3.1(g) by the "X" 
symbol. The computer output data has been summed inhalf hour increments 
to reduce the volume of data resulting from 5 minute increment evalua­
tion. Note that the time column is solar time for each day of test. 
The test loop schematic is indicated inFigure 1.3.1(h). The
 
Model SEC-601 air cooled collector was mounted on a south facing roof
 
sloped at 45'. The roof was faced with Alcoa Bone White #K2028-30
 
(fluorocarbon) diffuse radiation material. The as received total
 
reflectance which approximates the value of diffuse reflectance was
 
78.57%. See Figure 1.3.1(i) for the receiving test report. 
The collector temperature rise was measured with a 4 element thermo­
pile constructed from Type T copper constant wire. The thermocouples 
were calibrated by the Instrument Services Standards Lab of 0.1. The 
calibration data isattached as Figure 1.3.1(j) [3 sheets]. The thermo­
piles were constructed using couples 1 through 8. 
The experimehtal' data is captured on magnetic tape using a Fluke
 
Data Logger, Model 2240A, John Fluke Company, Mt. Lake Terrace, Washington,
 
98043. The Fluke iscalibrated in approximately 6 month intervals.
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See Figure 1.3.1 (k)[3 sheets] for the calibration data.
 
- adiatiton data-is -obtainedusing E~ple Pyronometers mounted in 
the tilt plane of the collector. A PSP pyronometer is used to measure 
total radiation and an 8-48 pyronometer with shadow band isused to 
measure diffuse radiation. The radiation levels are integrated over 
the 5 minute interval between data points. The calibration data for 
the pyronometers are attached as Figure 1.3.1 (1)for total and Figure
 
1.3.1 (m)for the diffuse measurements.
 
The air mass flow ismeasured using a Model Fan-E unit manufactured
 
by the Air Monitor Corporation, Santa Rose, CA. Descriptive literature
 
is attached as Figure 1.3.1(n). The circular - 6 inch diameter model
 
is used. The Special FAN-E unit was purchased. Itwas mounted in
 
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions as contained in
 
Figure 1.3.1(o).
 
The analytical model-for collector efficiency based' on the experi­
mental test data is:
 
", * [iCp (To - Ti)]/fITp x Ac 
The emperical relationship for the Nodel SEC-601 collector is:
 
= .58 - .14 (Tin - Ta)/ITP 
The thermal performance curve of the Model SEC-601 air cooled col­
lector is indicated as the dashed line inFigure 1.3.1(g). The solid line
 
indicates the thermal performance as required by Appendix H of the contract.
 
The dash-dot line indicates the thermal performance developed for the 144
 
tube ERDA collector array over a long period of time.
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Reyiew of items 1.3 and 1.3.1 successfully completed.
 
Robert F. Romaker Kenneth L.Moah
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. COhio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
D ll'amC.LoeV.P.
 
Davd C.Miller, Ph.D. P.E. (Mi. 11084)
 
SH&G Certification Officer SH&G Certification Officer
 
J6hn M. Cabde
 
Technical Manager
 
NASA Approval
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HALF-HOURLY DATA SUMnARY FOR 5-2d-78 DAY NO. 142 
SOLAP AIR INLET AMiB OUT 
TIME ITP lop RD FLOMI TEMP TEMp TEMP QU EFF DT/I 
I5 n. 0. ott' Bw h 52. 62. -133. 0.00 o.on 
45 
rr9 q . 
0,. 
0, 
"0.0 
0.0 
Ra9. 
841. 
6?-. 
t, . 
,+. 
I. 
61. 
I. 
-I)q. 
-144. 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
145 o. 0. 0.0 A43. 61. go. 60. -l'-0. 0.00 0.00 
215 o. 0. 0.0 8(4. 61. SO. 60. -1k?. 0.00 0.00 
245 n 0, 0.0 84-. 60. 50. 60. -lA. 0.00 0.00 
315 
345 
). 
0. 
0. 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
8q6. 
89A. 
60. 
59. 
49. 
48. 
59. 
59. 
-111. 
-143. 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
415 0. 0, 0.0 899. 59. 48. 58. -144. 0.00 0.00 
445 1. 0. 0.3 900. 5. 48. 58. -110. -1.45 12.08 
515 6. 5. 6. 89c. 58. 47. 59. 74. 0.14 1.82 
545 13. 11. 0.8 904. 5b. 47. 59. 26,7. 0.25 0.85 
615 31. 20. 0.6 900. 59. 50. 62. 642. 0.25 0.31 
645 57. 2.7. 0.5 8(5. 60. 52. 68. 17'. 0.37 0.14 
7,15 77. 32. 0.4 890. 61. 53. 77. 3511. 0.54 0.09 
745 117. 36. 0.3 892. h,0. 55. 87. 5747. 0.58 0.04 
- 815 150o. 42. 0.3 875. 61. 57. 97. 7676. 0.61 0.02 
845 189. 51, 0.3 873. 62. 59. 1n5. RQI. 0.57 0.02 
415 Iq8. 48. 0.2 868. 63. 60. 104. 8638. 0.52 0.01 
945 218. 66. 0.3 867. 64. 61. 107. 8970. 0.49 0.01 
1015 273. 77. 0.3 80. 65. 63. 116. 05s5b. 0.46 0.01 
1045 274, 96. 0.3 81;?. 66. 64. 121. 11307. 0.49 0.01 
1115 279. 96. 0.4 859. 66. 64. 11?. 941S. 0.49 0.01 
1145 264. 83. 0.3 856. 6c. 64. 114. 98;6. 0.44 .0.01 
1215 3nI. 70. 0.2 811. 67. 64. 123. 11499. 0.45 0.01 
1245 2P9. 77. 0.3 849. 67. 65. 124. 11537. 0.4M 0.01 
1315 254. H6. 0.3 850. 68. 65. 119. 10549. 0.49 0.01 
1345 257. 78. 0.3 850. 68. 65. 119. 10475. 0.48 0.01 
1415 237. 77. 0.3 85P. 68. 65. 119. 10513. -0o53 0.01 
1445 230. 60. 0.3 850. 68. 65. 118. 10249. 0.53 0.01 
1515 197. 48. 0.2 845. 71. 65. 119. 96f6. 0.58 0.03 
1545 148. 41. 0.3 842. 73. 66. 115. 8516. 0.69 0.05 
1615 123. 36. 0.3 847. 73. 66. 110. 7548. 0.73 0.OO 
1645 SP. 32. 0.4 852. 73. 66. 102. 5943. 0.81 0.09 
1715 56. 29. 0.5 894. 73. 65. 92. 3793. 0.81 0.14 
1745
IBIS 27.IA. 24.19. 0.91.0 856.9(-P. 72.72. 65.64. 82.77. 2024.109b. 0.890.72 0.280.41 
1845 8, 8. 1.0 868. 71. h4. 74. 570. 0.85 0.96 
1915 1. 1. 1.0 870. 70. 62. 71. 16. 1.65 8.30 
1945 o. 0. 0.1 872. 70. 61. 69. -33. 0.00 0.00 
2015 0. 0, 0.1 870. 69. 60. 69. -;6. 0.00 0.00 
2045 
2115 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0.0 
0.0 
877. 
876. 
68. 
68. 
h0o 
59. 
68. 
67. 
-"D. 
-4]Q 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2145 
2215 
0. 
. 
0. 
0. 
0.0 
0.0 
879. 
87,. 
67. 
67. 
59. 
5b. 
67, 
ft. 
-107. 
-107. 
0.90 
C.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2245 0. 0. 0.0 8A4. 67. 58. 66. -115. 0.00 0.00 
2315 0. 0. 0.0 877. 66. 'd. t-b. -1lI. 0.00 0.00 
2345 0. 0. 0.0 0. 0. 0. 0. ). UUUUU 0.00 
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/CL'es-1.3. 
HALF-HOURLY DATA SUMMAWY FOR 4-14-78 t'r,y.nl. Vn' 
SOLAR 
 AIR 1IOLET AB
TIME ITP IOp OUT
 RD FLOW TfEip .EIP TEMP QU 
 EFF 0T/I
 
1) 0. 
 0. . 7 fj. 6q. 3b. )7. 
-4n7. .00 0.0045 o. 0.0 7"?. 69. 38. 67. 

-4nq. 0.00 
 0.00
11 n. 0. 0.0 7,9.

145 n. . 0.0 7qI. 
6q. 37. '7. 
-41). o.00 0.00
 
215 bq. 37. 67. -41L. 0.00 0.00

-. 7 1.
( 0.0 6, 37. 67. 
-416. 
 0.00 0.00
245 . 0. 0.0 7-,e. 69. 37. 67. 
-415. 0.00 0.00
315 01 0.0 69.0, 77. 37. 67. 
-412. 0.00 0.00
*345 0. 0.0
0. 7113. 
 69. 37. 67. 
-410. 0.00 0.00
415 0. 0,0
0. 7,3. 
 64 38, 67. 
-4n2. 0.00 0.00
445 0, 
 0. 0.0 7E3. 70. 
 39. 67. -3A 8. 0.00 0.00
515 0. 0.0
0. 70. 70. 39. 68. 
 -377. **** 112.10545 4. 3. 0.8 753. 70. 
 38. 68. -P63. -0.77 7.70
615 16. 0.7
11. 754, 70. 39. 71. 
 20. 0.02 1.96
46. 19. 0.4 750. 73.
645 40. 78. 1025. 0.26 0.70
715 R3. 30. 0.4 
 740. 77. 42. 93. 
 2866. 0.41 0.43
745 111. 39. n.4 
 736. 83. 
 43. 109. 4702. 0,51 0.36
815 130. 43. 0.3 
 7nA. SR. 124.
44. 64Q3, 0.59 0.33845 
 lPt 44. 0.? 722. 91. 45. 
 137. 7932. 
 0.50 0.24
915 119. 67. 0.6 
 72$. 92. 132.
46. 7098. 0.71 0.38
945 173. 72. n.4 724. RA. 46. 
 124. 63PI. 
 0.44 0.24
1015 267. 
 74. 0.3 724. 
 93. 48. 149. 9703. 0.43

e8. 0.3 71'. 97. '9. 156. 
0.17
1045 263. 
 1033?, 0.47 
 0.18
1115 251. 98. 0.4 
 714. 98. 157.
51. 102q3. 0.49 00191145 26k. 
90. 0.3 71?. 
 96 51. 152. 9597. 0.43 0.17
1215 320. 
 73. 0.2 70%) 
99. 53. 165, 11337. 0.42 0.14
1245 309. 
 69. 0.2 70m. 102, 54. 173. 12067. 0.46 0,16
1315 2R6. 0.3 103.
81. 7ne-. 
 95. 170. 11574. 0.48 0.17
1345 
 25. 89. 0.3 711. 101. 56, 165. 10912. 0.51 0.18
1415 236. 74. 
 0.3 71A. 
 100. 56. 160. 10431. 0.53 0.19
1445 229. 
 60. 0.3 710. 9Q. 57. 158. 
 9977. 0.53 0.19
1515 204. 40. 0.2 
 70P. 99. 158.
57. 9982. 0.58 0.21
1545 164. 40. 0.? 
 710. 98. 
 56. 150. 8976, 0.65 0.25
1615 Ip. 31. 0.2 
 707, 96. 145.
56. 8377. 0.79 0.32
1645 83, 0.4
36. 711. 91. 
 55. 125. 5774. 0.83 0.43
1715 44o 21. 
 0.5 71?. 87. 54. 
 110. 3859. 1.04 0.75
1745 25 0.7
19. 720. 
 83. C3. 93. 1743. 0.82 1.17
1815 7. 
 7. 1.0 719. 80. 52. 83. 
 661. 1,07 3.79
1845 1. 0.5
1. 7??. 77. 50. 
 -77. 
. 0.01 29.67
1015 0o 
 0. 0.0 729. 76. '9. 75. 0.00
-214. 0.00
1945 0. 0. 0.0 7?7. 76. 
 47, 74. 
-31?. 0.00 0.00
2015 (= 0. 0.0 
 7?3. 75. 46. 73. 
 -345. 0.00 0.00
2045 n. 0. 0.0 728. 75. 45. 
 73. 
-366. 
 0.00 0.00
2115 n. 0. 0.0 
 7;1. 75. 73.
44. 
-377. 0.00 0.00
2145 
 0. 0. 0.0 72k. 75. 43. 73. 
-3P4. 0000 0.00
2215 0. 
 0. 0.0 731. 
 75. 43. 73. 
-3Q5. 0000 0.00
2245 0. 0.0
0, 72. 75. 
 42. 72. 
-4n3, 0.00 0.00
2315 .
 . 0,0 735. 75. 
 42. 7?. 
-412. 0.00 0.00
2345 . 0. 0.0 0. . 0. 0. 0. UIJUUtJ 0.00 
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CUF/3i ) 
IaLF-OIJPLY DATA SII'MAwy FOH ,4-15-78 DAY I'IO, I)r5 
SOLAP AIR IN.LET AmR OUT 
TIMF ITP IZP PPn FLOW TEMP TFMP TEMP oU EFF UT/I 
15 . 0. o.n 735. 74. 40. 72. -431, 0.00 0.00 
45 ..0, 000 734. 74. 40. 72. -440. 0.00 0-,0.0­
115 n. 0. 0.0 735, 74. 39. 7-2-. -44-. 0.00 0.00 
145 , -0-. -0,0 733. 74. 18. 71. -49). .00 0.00 
219 n. 0. 0.0 71A. 74. 38. 71. -457, 0.00 0.00 
245 0. 0. 0.0 737. 74. 38. 71. -4')?. 0.00 0.00 
.315 
345 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0.0 
0,0 
7-1o 
7'46. 
74. 
74. 
37. 
-37. 
71. 
71. 
-452. 
-450. 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
415 a. 0. 0,0 73P. 74. 37. 71. -498. 0.00 0.00 
445 0. 0. 0.0 736. 74. 37. 71. -4,7. 0.00 0.00 
515 0. 0. 0.0 738. 73. 36. 71. -453. ***** 135.60 
545 4. 3. 0.7 740. 74. 35. 72. -334. -0.95 9.08 
615 19. 11. 0.7 740. 74. 37. 74. -38. -0.03 2.44 
645 44. 17. 0.4 735. 76. 38. 82. 94T. 0.25 0.87 
715 Al. 20. 0.3 730. 81. 39. 97. 2836. 0.42 0.51 
745 13. 24. 0.2 725. 88. 42. 118. 5308. 0.51 0.38 
815 161. 26. 0.2 721. 94. 43. 137. 739?. 0.55 0.32 
845 1Q. 28. 0.1 719. 100. 45. i50. 8778. 0.53 0.28 
915 234. 29. 0.1 713. 104. 46. 160. 9691. 0.49 0.25 
945 263. 31. 0.1 70Q. 10A. 47. 169. 10417. 0.47 0.23 
1015 282. 37. 0.1 709, 112. 48. 175. 10844. 0.46 0.23 
1045 319. 43. 0.1 703. 115. 49. 183. 11466. 0.43' 0.21 
1115 275. 72. 0.3 69g. 11P. 49. 184. 11101. 0.48 0.25 
1145 185. 87. 0.5 704. 116. 49.. 167. 8576. 0.55 0.36 
1,215 210. 95. 0.5 704. 112. 49. 152. 6840. 0.39 0.30 
1245 189. 94. 0.5 6qL. 115. 50. 161. 7722. 0.50 0.35 
1315 237. 88. 0.4 6Q8. 117. 50. 165. 8133. 0.41 0.28 
1345 IRq. 82. 0.4 700. 119. 51. 167. 8011. 0.50 0.36 
1415 191. 85. 0.6 6)4. 117. 51. 153. 6027. 0.48 0.44 
1445 110. 66. 0.6 b69. 116. 51. 147. 5194. 0.56 0.59 
1515 105. 66. 0.6 6q8. 115. 51. 142. 4560. 0.52 0.61 
1545 115. 61. 0.5 6q7. 115. 51. 141. 4405. 0.46 0.55 
1615 108. 38, 0.3 696. l16. 51. 144. 468q. 0.52 0.60 
1645 A5, 25. 0.3 696. I18. 50, 148. 5005. 0.70 0.79 
1715 50. 19. 0.4 6)2. 116. 50. 135. 3272. 0.78 1.31 
1745 ??. 14. 0.6 Bq0. 11?. 49. 122. 1611. 0.88 2.87 
1815 A. 8. 1.3 6q6. 108. 48. 110. 279. 0.95 9.87 
1845 1. 1. 1.0 698. 10S. 47, 103. -265.' -5.41 98.69 
1915 0. 0. 0.0 698. 103. 47. 100. -538. 0.00 0.00 
1945 0. 0. 0.0 701. 102. 46. .98. -63?. 0.00 0.00 
2015 0. 0. 0.0 701. 101. 45. 97. -653. 0.00 0.00 
2045 n. 0. 0.0 706. 100. 45, 97. -651. 0.00 0.00 
2115 n. 0. 0.0 701. 100. 44. 96. -655. 0.00 0.00 
2145 0. 0. 0.0 704. 99. 44. 95. -6k6. 0.00 0.00 
2219 0. 0.0 708. 99. 43. 99. -672. 0.00 0.00 
2245 o. 0. 0.0 7O8. 98. 42. 94. -6f"3. o0.00 0.00 
2315 ). 0. 0.0 7()P. cm. 42. 94. -66A. 0.00 0.00 
2345 0. 0. 0.0 n. 0. 0. 0. D. UIIitlu 0.00 
f I C O. . cc ) 8 

HALF-HCU?LY IATl SI' )MAPY FnH 4-16-78 DA Y r;. 106 
SOLA P AJ,' INLI-I Am8 OUTTIME ITP ToP PU FLOW TEMP TEMP TEM- oi EFF DT/I 
15 0. 0. 0.0 713. Q7. 40. C?. 
-6q4. 0.0045 0. 0. 0.0 712. 9f. 40. 
OOn
 
92. -6q4. 0.00 0.00
119 0. 0.0 
n. 
0. 7ns. 96. 39. 92. 
-6t4 0. 00 0.00145 0. 0.0 713. 9S. 38. 91. 0.00-700. 0.00215 ). 0.0 
?4 5 
0. 71?. c5. 38. 91. 
-698. 0.00 0,00.0. 0. 0.0 .714. 94. 38. 90. -70?. 
 0.00 0.00315 0. 0.00. 715. 
 94. 38. 90. -703. 0.00 0.00
345 0. 0. 0.0 71". 94. 37. 8(. -70). 0.00 0.00
415 (. 0.00.* 71?. 
445 n. 
L3. 37. 89. -70i. 0.00 0.000. 0.0 717. 93. 
 3b. MY. -713. 0.00 0.00
515 n. 0. 000 
 7p1. q2. 36. 88. 

-708. ***** 205,51
545 4. 
 3. 0.7 719. 92. 35. 
 sq. -5q5. 
-1.68
615 18. 0.7 93. 13.43
12. 720. 37. 91. 

-245. 
-0.16 3.11
645 43. 17. 0.4 717. 94. 38. 98. 
 597. 0.16 
 1.30
715 80. 21. 
 0.3 717. 980 40. 
 113. 2456. n-.37 0.73
745 l, 0.2
26o 712. 104. 
 42. 132. 4672 o.49 0.54
$15 152. 29. 0.? 
 707. 110. 
 43. 149. 6633. 0.52 0.44845 195. 32. 
 0.2 702. 116. 4b. 165. 8293. 0.50 0.36
915 224. 35. 0.2 
 6qs. 
 120. 46, 174. CO93, 0.48 0.33
945 271. 49. 
 0.? 699. 
 124. 48. 185. 10247. 0.45 0.28
1015 255. 
 84. 0.3 
 60 4 . 12S. 49. 
 191. 106?5. 
 0.50 0.31
1045 205. 
 75. 0.4 
 695. 126. 50. 176. 8297. 0.48 0.37
1115 
 337. 92. 0.3 6A2. 131. 
 51. 199. 11129, 0.39 0.24
1145 196, 0.5
96. 6A6. 

1215 
134. 52. 194. 9874. 0.60 0.42
96. 80. 0.8 694. 126. 52. 
 15-. 5319. 0.66 0.7,
1245 158. 86. 
 0.5 6Q9. 123. 50. 
 150. 4504. 0.34 0.46
1315 185. 99. 0.5 bR7. 
 128. 52. 171. 6977. 0.45 0.42
1345 163. 93. 
 n.6 6P4. 129. 51. 168. 6433. 0.47 0.4B
1415 86. 66. 0.8 
 6A4. 127. 49. 154. 4448. 0.62
130, P6. 0.7 6A5. 125. 
0.91
1445 49. 151. 42q7. 0.39 0.59
1515 105. 0.6
62. 685. 127. 49, 155. 46?6. n.53 0.75
1545 93. 
 61. 0.7 6k-. 125. 49. 
 146. 3423.
1615 79, 0.6 0.44 0.8248. 6A7. 
 126. 49. 147. 3550. 0.53 0.97
1645 80. 
 41. 0.5 bRP. 125. 49. 146. 3473. 
 0.52 0o.6
1715 48. 27. 0.6 6A8. 125. 48. 140. 

?AO 19. 2608. 0.64 1.57
1745 
 0.7 690. 122. 48. 131. 1457. 0.62 2.67
1815 A. 
 9. 1.1 6PO. 118. 47. 
 119. IR6. 0.29 9.371845 1. 
 1. 1.5 6Q0. 11. 46. 
 113. 
-406.
1915 0. 0.0 -b.70 96.29
0. 6?. 113. 4b. 109. -7]6. 0.00 0.001945 n. 
 0. 0.0 6Q0. 112. 44. 
 107. -703. 0.00 0.00
2015 0, 0. 0.0 6Q3. 111. 
 43. 106. -826. 0.00 0.002045 0. 0. 0.0 
 6c,. 110. 43. 105. 
-838. 0.00 0.00
2115 0. 0.00. 62?. 
 110. 42. 105. 
-840. 0.00 0.00
2145 0 . 0.0 6Q6. 109. 42. 104. 
-838. 0.00 0,00
2215 . 0. n.0
2245 1. 0. 0.0 
6Q5. 10k. 41. 103. 
-835, 0.00 0o.006(7. 108. 103.
41. -831. 0.00 0.00
2315 0. 0.0
0. 6-ic. 
 107. 40. 102. 
-832. 0.00 0.002345 0. 0.0 
 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. UilUIJJ 0.00 
9 F/cc ,.?./C4/ 
RALF~HOUOLY IATA SIIMMANY FOP 4-17-75 [)AY t.fl. i7 
SOLAR AIP INLf-T VAH OUT 
TIMF ITP IcP PD FL(W TE'P TEMP TEMP LU EFF DT/I 
r, 0. 0. 0.0 700. 101-. 39. 101. -R3zp 0.00 0o.0 
45 1. 0. 0.0 7n1. 106. 3y. 101.. -8-4. 0.00 0.00 
11, 0. 0. 0.0- 71r-. 1"05. I39. 100. -A ­ . 0.00 0.00 
14. 0. 0. 0.0 704. 105.. , 100. -8V10. 0.00 o.o0 
215 0. 0. 0.0 704. 104. 3b. 9c. -R4. 0o00 0.00 
245 0. 0. 0.0 704. 104. 38. 99. -823. 0.00 0.00 
315 A.( 0. 0.0 703. 103. 37. 98. -821. 0.00 0.00 
345 0. 0. 0.0 71?. 103. 37. 98. -815. n.00 0.00 
415 . 0. 0.0 707. 102. 37. 97. -8p0. 0.00 0.00 
445 0. 0. 0.0 71?. 102. 36. 97. -833. 0.00 0.00 
515 n. 0. 0.0 710. 101. 3b. 96. -8?(). ***** 224.56 
545 5. 4. 0.8 709. 101. 15. 97. -64n. -1.55 12.(2 
615 17. 13. n,8 706. 101. 36. 99. -357. -0.24 3.73 
645 40. 23. 0.6 705, 103. 37, 105. 345. 0.10 1.64 
715 76, 2p. 0.4 707. 106. 39. 118. 2010. 0.32 0.88 
745 119. 29. 0.3 706. 112. 42. 137. 4330. 0.45 0.61 
815 155. 32. 0.? 7n2. 117. 43. 157. 6765. 0.52 0.48 
845 191. 33. 0.? 700. 118. 43, 167. 8188. 0.51 0.39 
915 2c5. 36. 0.2 701 120. 44. 175. 91Q5. 0.49 0,34 
945 291. 38. 0.2 701. 122. 45. 181. 9028. 0,47 0.31 
1015 277. 39. 0.1 701. 125. 46. 187, 104A4. 0.45 1.29 
1045 301. 39, 0,1 696o 129. 4b, 194, 109A4. 0.43 0.27 
1115 315. 40. 0.1 68g. 132. 47. 199. 11218. n.42 0.27 
1145 321. 42. 0.1 6c'1. ]35° 48. 203. 11397. 0.42 0.27 
1215 320, 4?. 0.1 695. 137. 49. 207. 114R9. 0.43 0,28 
1245 315. 42. 0.1 681. 137. 50. 209, 11717. ().44 *0.28 
1315 304, 41. 0.1 6qO. 134. 50. ?04. 11599. 0.45 0.28 
1345 2AP. 3S. 0.1 bAO. 132. 90. 201. 113nl. 0.47 0.28 
1415 267. 39. 0.1 6A3. 131. 50., 199. 11146. 0.50 0.30 
1445 23?, 48. 0.2 688. 129. 50. 193. 10996. n.54 0.34 
1515, 137, 56, 0.4 6q9. 125. 90. 176. 8340. 0.72 0.55 
1545 114. 65. 0.6 69?. 118. 49. 153. 5851. 0.61 0.60 
1615 57. 46. o.5 606. 115. 49. 146. 5112. 0.70 0.76 
1645 4?, 34. n.8 692. Il1. 49. 126. 251)6. 0.71 1.49 
1715 PA. 24. 0.9 696. 108. 48. 115. 1300. 0.56 2.13 
1745 16, 13. 0.8 700. 105. 47. 108. 502. 0.3A 3.63 
1815 k. 5. O.8 697. 103. 47. 103. - 2. -0.10 9.33 
1845 n. 0. 0.0 701. 101. 46. 99. -413. ***** 120.13 
1Q15 9. 0. 0.0 -703. 100. 45. 97. -57?. 0.00 0.00 
1945 n. 0. 0.0 70h. 99, 44. 96. -b0 0.00 0.00 
2015 0. 0. 0.0 707. 99, 44. (J5. -6;5. 0.00 0.00 
2045 0. 0. 0.0 7n7. 98. 44. q5. -637. 0.00 0.00 
2115 f. 0. 0.0 703. 98, 44. 94. -6P7. 0,00 0.00 
2145 n. 0. 0.0 717. 98. 44. 94. -641. 0.00 0.00 
2215 n. 0. 0.0 7(A. (47. 44. 94. -6-40. 0.00 0.00 
2249 p. 0. 0,0 709. W7. 44. 93. -625. 0-.00 0.00 
2315 n. 0. 0.0 7n9 97. 44. 93. -621. 0.00 0.00 
2349 fl. 0. 0.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. L"iIUUU 0.00 
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,-.LF-HC1j.LY i."AfA ;!It. h y Fop )-I -]0-TA ." , . 1 40 
0S1LAP0 ATS It LF T P.f.ri OU 
TI OF IT O: TCP QI FL,", Tf' I(1Fw6. -r'P *jU EFF UT/I 
I 
4A 
0. 0 
0, 
,,0 
ow. 
0. 
0*.9. 
h. , 
r.,, hi * 
i. (1. 
f. 
0.0')
l)o( 
0. A0 
0.00 
ll o. 0. 0.0 (1. 6 . hi. - U. 0.0) ,0.00 
145t 0. 0.11 0 . . -. 6. (1.00 0.00 
p21IC 0. 0. 1.0 O. hj.Pt ,,I '. 0. 0.01 0.00 
245 '., 0. 0.0 0. f0. 50. t. 1). 0.00 0.00 
31M 0. 0. 0.0 fo ,0. .0. i . 0. 0000 0.n0 
P45. 0. 0.0 0. 60. 30° 'i. 0. 0.00 0.00 
415 0. 0. r)0.. '4. 51. 57. 0. 01.00 0.00 
445 . 0. 0.0 0. b. %0. 5m. 0. 0.00 31.06 
515 3. . 0.5 0. 5. "0. 57. f. 0.00 3.21 
545 t. 6. rl.719o 0. ;0. 57. 0. 0.00 U1.9? 
615 P . 19. . 0. 59. 51. 9. 0. 0.00 0.3h, 
645 34. ?,. flk 0. 19. 51, 59. 0. 0.00 0.24 
715 R. 40. 0.5 541. 61. 52. R3. 4913, 0.72 .11 
745 117. 41 0.4 SW?3. 60. 53. C. 65-4I. .,66 n.06 
MI5 
e45 
12' t0, 
i(10. a9. 
0.4 
.a, 
8q3. 
J 
(0. 
( 1 
94. 
. 
)4. 
'3$. 
7 1QI . 
5649. 
0.66 
0.67 
0.05 
0.06 
915 113. 6. 0.6 Au.I. ,3. 55. ;. 4100l. 0.44 (.07 
945 63 %.S4.I.(Q 8w2. 63. Th. 80. 34w5. n.67 0.12 
1015 11. 84. 0.7 8$pt'. 64. 56. ;4. q?II. n.43 0.07 
1045 19L. 10t)o 0.5 87P. 6). . ,,?-. ° 0.43 ).04 
1115 o21.103. 0.- 873. f6. 59. 1n4. 18'-' .0.43 0.04 
1145 ?A;). 96. ,.4 8t-. 67. 60. 115. '4P77. (.45 0.03 
1215 23ti. 101. 0. - 8.,7. 6,). 61. 114. 94$q. 0.49 0.03 
1245 184. 101. 0.5 h7 . 69. " 6. 109. 81251. n.53 0.04 
1315 255. H. 0.3 8e(i. 71). 63. 117. 96r,5. 11.45 0.03 
1345 251. P6. 0.3 Rhh. 71. -5. 119. 1002 5. 0.4A 0.02 
1415 17". 77. 0.4 85. 7?. 66. 113. 860 ?. 0.59 0.03 
1445 147. 66. 0.5 81(). 72. 66. 104. 6811. 0.55 0.04 
1515 193. e4, 0.3 8L7. 7?. 56, ill. 7984. 0.49 0.03 
1545 1:1-. 50. 4)0. 995. 73. 57. 108. 722 . 0.70 0.05 
1615 Pf,. 4?. (1.5 B-I?. 73. 67. 99. 54L,3 0.76 0.07 
145 AR). 36. 0.4 863. 73. b7. 97. 5023. 0.70 0.07 
1715 5. 25. 0.5 84. 73. f,7. 91. 3663. 0.84 0.12 
1745 P,. 20. 0.8 87?. 7e. E6. Al. 19(6. 0.9? 0.25 
181r 1'. 13. 1.1 F73. 7?. 66. 76. AQ4. 0.92 0.54 
1845 S . 7. 1.4 RA0. 71. f5. 73. 4A5. 0.99 1.20 
15 
1144%L) ).1). 0. ) o 0.8 0.4 Pk4. P Z4. 7o. 7o. 61.71. h3., 6(1 -,4 . > 0.()() 15.?q0,0fi 
2019 11. 0. 1i.4 H,41 . 69). " ,?° A,i, -74. 0.00 0.100 
2045 . 0. 11.4 H-7. hH° 61. AX,. -". 0o0 0.00 
2115 0. 0. 0.3 M"00. f-I* 60. 67. -4". 0.00 0.00 
214$ 1). 0. (,.3 b"0.t7 o 4. '1. -1. 0.00 0.0( 
2 1 0. 0? '4 (67. n's, 6. -0-'. fl00 0.00 
22.,r r. 0. o.? W - Mt..,. 'Si. -i n,. nfl. 0 A.f.f, 
231' 
2 3 4 t 
. 
.-
0. 
0. 
0.2 
,lee., 
Ej-).
11.. 
6f, 
. 
-7. 
(I. f). 
h)b. -112. 0.00 
0I,0I'11 
0.00 
A.i)) 
MODEL SEC-601 COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY 
= E MCp (To-Ti) 
ACE 1TP 
2 
, 
100 
o 
90 
80 
70 
70MODEL 
M= FLUID FLOW TO COLLECTOR; #/DAY 
Cp = SPECIFIC HEAT OF FLUID; BTU/#-F 
To = COLLECTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURE; 'F 
Ti = COLLECTOR INLET TEMPERATURE; 0F 
Ac = COLLECTOR AREA-; FT. 2 (APERTURE ARFA) 
ITP = INSOLATION; BTU/FT 2 - DAY 
SEC-601 tXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
, 60 
50 ERDA 144 TUBE ARRAY EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
40 
30T 
30• 
MN 
..CONTRACT PERFORMANCE 
20SPCFCTO 
10 
0 
0 .10 120 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 1.10 
E (Tin-Ta) 
X1 ITP 
1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 
FIGURE 1.3.1. (g) 
'ri-sr tao.o gcnrtosrsf rc 
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jW~tIA'3tcrr' 
c71.4cu vm, 
13 Ct/~r on 
-----------------------------------------
February 28, 1978 
Intra-Company 
to G. R. Mather - Dev-. Ctr. 'N 
subject 
Cc:' K. L. Moan - Dev. Ctr. 
7. Kpef----DT-. r. 
L.Spanoudis - Dev. Ctr. 
W. J. Zitkus - NTC 
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF A WHITE BACKGROUND MATERIAL
 
A white corrugated aluminum background was installed at the Develop­
ment Center in February 1978. The material was Alcoa Bone White [K-2028,
 
Desoto Paint].
 
Reflectance measurements were made on the sample as received. The
 
reflectance was calculated using ASTM Designation E-424-71 (with a barium
 
sulfate standard instead of magnesium oxide).. The spectral curves are
 
in our file.
 
Alcoa Bone White, Total Reflectance 78.57.
 
B.R. Emch 
BRE:gs
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OWENS-ILLIN!OI5
 
Corpora e Technokgy ,
 
Toledo,(hio 
September 14, 1976 
Intra-Company 
to 	 A. Lewis 
subject 	 Report of Calibration
 
Type "T" Thermocouples
 
Designation: ROB-4-976
 
Calibration was performed on 35 Type "T" copper-constantan thermocouples 
at 320F, 175 0F, and 350'F. The 32"F point was determined by imrersing 
the thermocouples in meltinq ice. The 175' I and 350"F pci;its were 
determined using a Rosemount oil bath, Mueller bridge, and a platinum 
resistance thermometeb reference standard, S/ 1739336. The tileriocoupl es 
were teferenced to 32F with a Kaye Ice Point Rcferncc Sy.s4 ¢m and their 
emf was measured on a L&N 7556 potentiometer. The calibration is 
referenced to the IPTS G8, and is traceable to the National Bureau of 
Standards. 
The temperature deviation of all 35 thermocouples is approximately the 
same for each point, .1'high at 320 F,. .2' low at 1750F, .76 low at 
350°F. The uncertainties of these values are estimated not to exzeed 
.l°F at 32°F and 1750F and .20F at 3500F. 
Calibration Test Performed by
 
Instrument Services Standards Lab
 
15
 
Table 1 
ROB-4-976 
32F-175 0F .35O 
l.C. T.C. ct,iiq 'I- .TC.Ra.ihno "I- . C. Readinq OF 
1 322I 174.8 349.3 
2 32.1 174.8 349.3 
3 32.1 174.8 349.3 
4 32.1 174.u 319.3 
5 32.1 174.8 349.3 
6 32.1 174.8 .349.3 
7 32.1 174.8 349.3 
8 32.1 -174.8 349.3 
9 32.1 174.8 349.3 
IO 32.1 174.8 3,9.3 
11 32.1 174.8 349.3 
12 32.1 174.8 349.3 
13 
14 
32;] 
32.1 
174.8 
,174.8 
349.3 
349.3 
15 32.1 174.8 319.3 
16 32.1 174.8 349.3 
17 32J 174.8 349.3 
18 32.1 174.8 349.3 
19 32.1 174.8 349.3 
20 32.1 174.8 349.3 
21 32.1 174.8 349.3 
,22 32.1 174.8- 349.3 
23 32.1 174.8 349.3 
24 32.1 174.8 349.3 
25 32.1 174.3 349.3 
26 32.1 174.8 349.3 
27 32.1 174.8 349.3 
28 32.1 174.8 349.3 
29 32.1 174.8 349.3 
30 32.1 174.8 349.3 
31 32.1 174.8. 349.3 
32 32.1 174.3 349.3 
33 32.1 174.3 349.3 
34 32.1 174.8 349.3 
35 32.1 174.8 349.3 
16
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OWENS-ILJNOIS 
Corporate Technology 
Toledo. Ohio 
June 29, 1977
 
Intra-Company
 
to K. Moan - Dev Ctr 
cc: D. Stahl - NTC
 
subject 
FLUKE CALIBRATION
 
On May 12, 1977 the six month internal calibration check was
 
completed for the Fluke data acquisition system. The test was performed

using a Leeds & Northrup millivolt potentiometer balanced to a standard
 
reference cell. The following results were obtained and are within the
 
instrument specifications.
 
STANDARD MV FLUKE
 
1.000 MV 1.001 MV
 
10.000 MV 10.005 MV
 
30.000 MV 30.011 MV
 
/" 
. . JIcobs
 
Instrum~nt Services
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OWENS-ILLINOIS 
Corporate Technology 
Toledo, Ohio 
October 24, 1977
 
Intra-Company 
to K. Moan - Dev. Ctr. 
cc: D. Beekley - Dev. Ctr.
 
subject D. Stahl - NTC
 
FLUKE CALIBRATION CHECK
 
On October 21, 1977 a calibration check was completed on the
 
Fluke data system used for solar monitoring. The test was performed
 
using a Leeds and Northrup millivolt potentiometer referenced to a
 
standard cell. The following 

the instrument specifications.
 
Standard MV 

1.00 MV 

5.00 MV 

10.00 MV 

20.00 MV 

30.00 MV 

results were obtained and are within
 
Fluke Reading
 
.999 MV
 
5.000 MV
 
10.001 MV
 
20;004 MV
 
30.007 MV
 
J. A. (Jacobs 
J Instriment Services
 
F/g 4$J/& 1.3.' ( ie) a cr3 
OWENSILLINOIS 
Corporate Technology 
Toledo, Ohio 
lay 4, 1978 
Intra-Company. 
to K. Moan - Dev. Ctr.
 
cc: 0. Beekley - Oev. Ctr.
 
subject D. Stahl - NTC
 
FLUKE CALIBRATION CHECK
 
On May 4, 1978.a calibration check was completed on the Fluke
 
data system used for SUNPAK monitoring at the Development Center.
 
The'test was performed using a Leeds and Northrup millivolt poten­
tiometer referenced to a Standard Cell. The following results are
 
within the Instrument specificatiohs.
 
Standard MV Fluke Reading
 
I MV 1.000 11V 
5 HIV 4.999 iv 
10 MV 10.003 1V 
20.MV 20.007 MV 
30 MV 30.016 mV 
J. A. Jacobs
 
Instrument Services
 
r0GUE I.J.JC S 
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(401) 	 847-1020 
THE EPPLEY LABORATORY, INC. 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
 
NEWPORI, R 1.02840 U S A.
 
STANDARDIZATION 
OF
 
EPPLEY PRECISION PYRANOMETER
 
(horizontal surface receiver-180O'. twin hemisphere)
 
Model PSP Serial Number 15947F3 l(esistance 615 ohm at 26 0C
 
Temperature Compensation
 
Range - 2 0 to + 40 C
 
This radiometer has been compared with the Eppley group of reference standards
 
under radiation intensities of about 700 watts meter-2 (roughly one-half a solar con­
stant) , the adopted calibration temperature is 27 -c.
 
As a result of a series of comparisons, it has been found to develop an emf of.
 
MV , ,7/S7 s/. 4 10.32 xl0-6 volts/watt meter-2
 
7.20 nullnolts/cal cra-2 min -I 
The calculation of this constant is based on the fact that the relationship between 
radiation intensity and emf is rectilinear to intensities of 1400 watts meter -2 . This 
pyranometer is linear to within _t 0.5 percent up to this intensity. 
The calibration was made with both hemispheres of Schott WG295 (clear) glass. 
This value should be increased for other Schott hemispheres as follows- GG400 = 0.0 
%,OG530 = 0.5%, RG610 = 1.5% and RG695 = 2.0%,. 
The calibration of this instrument is traceable to standard self-calibrating cavity pyrhelin­
meters in terms of the Systems Internationale des Unites (SI units), which participated in 
the Fourth International Pyrheliometrie Comparisons (IPCIV) at Davos, Switzerland in 
October 1975.* 
Useful conversion facts: 1 cal-cm-2 min-1 = 697.3 watts/meter2 
I BTU/ft2-br1 = 3.153 watts/meter2 
Date of Test: July 6, 1977 IN CHARGE OF TEST 
The Eppley Laboratory, Inc.-/' . . 
By;,,' _,/ . ,- / , -. s.o. 35000 
Newport, R. I. Date July 15, 1977 
Shipped to: Oerons Illinois Devolopment CenterTolodo, Ohio 	 A/./(I) 
Remarks: 	 21 Sec Reveise For Explanai 
Explanation of change in calibiatiou traceability 
As of April 1, 1977, the calibration tracecabiliy of Eppley 'solar radiation measuring 
instruments has been changed from the International Pyrhelioiuctric Scale of 1956 tIPS 
1956) to the Absolute Scale (SI). This change based on the results of IPC IV is such 
that instruments calibrated in SI units yield irradiance values which are .2.1 % higher than 
%alues which would he obtained using Eppley instruments calibrated previously and refer­
enced to IPS. 
22c oc6 A,../..) 2.o 
22.
 
ZA 2 /-LC /yP 2&C/S/,H ,,5/',%CTARAL 
/-.'y4(N/-1WOA~CETC/--/. tv-_ 0 1 t /-S A' ­
_- . . ... - ..- ... .. ....-. ..... . . . ­
/.S TpO__,H 7- /Vc. ./.7 7. 
CL EA-C-', 7' 
A!.; -Pa.2 
k-I 
" '. # 0 "1; " ' " .. ........
 
< - __ ,/00 I . - _-. 
....- . .. Z r 
-20 -/ 0 o20 0 40 
TEMPERATURE OC 
-2.. .. 
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DESERT SUNSHINE EXPOSURE TESTS, INC%
 
7We Test A ything nder tIhe LS t 
,BOX 185 * BLACK CANYON STAGE 
-- PHOENIX,-ARIZONA 8502b1 
(602)465-7525 
CERTIFICATE
 
OF
 
PYRANOMETER CALIBRATION 
TAWA. 
THESUNKACHINA DSET Order No. 18011C 
Pyranometer: Eppley Model 8-48, SN 15765
 
Client: Owens-Illinois
 
Date of Calibration: July 5-6, 1977
 
Tilt: 45' from horizontal at 1800 azimuth
 
Latitude: 330 50'
 
Time: i0:00 to 15:00 hrs apparent solar
 
Scale: Absolute
 
Ambient Temperature: 36.7 0C - 42.2 0C
 
- 2
 
INSTRUMENT CONSTANT: 8.405 X 10 
6 +0.01 V/wm
 
(10:00-15:00 hrs)

8.357 X 10-6 ±0.01 V/win- 2 
(10:30-13:30 hrs)
 
Traceability: Calibrated in 60 instantaneous incre­
ments to DSET's Eppley PSP working
 
standard (SN 14391F3) itself maintained
 
in calibration' against DSET's Eppley
 
Modei H-F Absolute Cavity, Self-

Calibrating Pyrheliometer, which is
 
traceable to IPC IV, October 1975, Davos,
 
Switzerland through NOAA's Kendall PACRAD
 
SN 67502.
 
- ~ia., -. -
' DESERT SUNSIIX1E EXPOSURE TESTS, TNC. 
•-.. -,- ,, t / ; -/ . 
@ eA. r av c ica Director 
ul8,1977
 
Date
 
DSET, Inc. uses reasonable diligence in the manner of per­
forming the services required but no warranties are given
 
and none may be implied directly or indirectly relating to
 
DSET services or facilities or to the tests or calibrations
 
by DSET upon Buyer's equipment. In no event shall DSET be
 
liable for collateral, special or consequential damage.
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An Unique combination of: 
. Air equalizer 
e Air straightener 
. Multi-point self-averaging 
pitot tube station 
Airflow meter 
For accurate % cwnze and 6erw.
 
of Fan Air Handling Capacity
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Three Specialized Sections - One Integrated Unit 
AIR FLOW 	 I AIR FLOW 
I' 
I I 
model Circular 	 - model Rectanguiar 
The model C FAN-E offers a circular configuration for mounting in round high (and low) velocity spiral and round 
duct while the model R FAN-E provides a rectangular (or square) configuration for installation in normal rectan­
gular high (and low) velocity main duct or fan discharge ductwork, 
Fabricated as a single integral unit, each FAN-E unit incorpdrates three distinct and highly specialized sections to 
assure measuring reliability and accuracy. 
A. 	 CASING - Rugged heavy gauge galvanized 2. STATIC PRESSURE SENSORS- Static pres­
steel casing with connecting flanges on enter- sure sensors are placed along the perimetbr
ing and leaving air sides for easy mounting in of the FAN-E casing and interconnected by an 
ductwork. external tube.header to produce a single ac­
curate averaged static pressure measurement. 
3. 	 TOTAL PRESSURE SENSORS - The total 
1. 	 AIR EQUALIZER AND STRAIGHTENER .- Ex- pressure sensing section is comprised of a net­
panded aluminum honeycomb with close par- work of interconnected tube headers, each with 
allel cell orientation and extended depth con- a series of multiple total pressure sensors with 
figuration has the capacity to equalize the sensor openings directed into the straightened 
velocity profile of the entering air while elim- air flow. Total pressure sensors are positioned 
inating turbulent rotational air flow by direc- so that each sensing point represents an 
tionalizinQ the air into laminar flow. equal measuring area. 
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The FAN-E, utilizing old established air flow principles in a new application concipl 
combine% in a single unit devices In r.undiLion Ire l" lie a11prior iII i.1 . ll i i-au 
met How it works is briefly outlined below 
Fans (blowers, etc ) move air by centrilugal force resulting in the air near the [an discharge 
being "piled-up" or stratified (Figure 1) It is the function of the combination air equalizing 
and straightening section of the FAN-E unit to simultlnoously reduce tile sharp variance 
in air velocity projections present in the stratified air flow while eliminating all turbulent 
or rotating air flow The individual wall surfaces of each of the long parallel tubes com­
prising this unique honeycomb section produces a separate wall friction or drag effect on 
the stream of air passing through that tube the amount of this resistance to flow varying 
with the square of the air velocity The result is a sharp reduction in the variances in the 
velocity profile of the air flow leaving the section Simullaneously 
with the passage through the long honeycomb tubes all air 
rotation (turbulence) is eliminated and uniform laminar air flow 
is delivered to the sensor sections (Figure 2) The air flow has 
now been fully processed for accurate measurement 
,The sensor sections function on the principle of a pilot tube (with 
separated static and total manifolds) With assured laminar air 
flow into the sensor sections the multi-point total and static sen­
sors (up to 100 individual sensors for the largest FAN-E unit) can 
accurately measure the total and static pressures in the unit and 
average each by means of interconnecting manifolds to a single 
representative value (an application of Bernoulli s Equation and 
Tchebycheff's calculus for averaging of measurement). By trans­
mission of these values (total and stalic pressure) by tubing to -. 
an air flow meter .(differential gauge), the velocity pressure 
through the FAN-E unit can be accurately read or record(e(Id 
By application of controls and relays the FAN-E c-in I onlrol Q Y--! 
fan capacity at constant volume or programmed volume chan e } 4. 
~FIGURE 2 
iU N. Appicatioils:T 
Vane-axial Fan (Supply)
Air Handling Unit 
Supply Fan Utility Fan177I17t11, :r O 
Vane-axial Fan (Exhaust) 
Dual Duct High Pressure LJ 
High Pressure Fan Fan-coil Unit 
Roof Power Exhaust Exhaust Fan 
vN913JIFIG 
RESISTANCE TO AIR FLOW 
'is 
A physical structure placed across the flow of air in a duct will 
impede the flow; the magnitude,.of which. -normally referred -to 
as resistance to air flow. is a function of the size and shape ofthe structure and the quantity of air passing through it. 
. ., 
The MONIT-Aire FAN-E unit was designed to function while 
producing a minimum of resistance to air flow. The unique 
honeycomb air equalizing and 'straightening section has a free 
area of 96.6% while the total and static pressure sensors usually 
represent an area equivalent of less than 1 2% of the unit's 
. 
total area 
The unique non-restrictive characteristics of the FAN-E units 
are seen in the Resistance to Air flow versus Unit Velocity graph
on the right. 
-
DIMENSIONAL DATA Ai 
The model 0, FAN-E units are furnished in casings with a con-
stant depth of 12 inches and are available in 2 inch increments 
of size (diameter) from 6 inches to 3D inches, in 6 inch incre­
ments of diameter from 30 inches to 60 inches; and in 12 inch 
-F I 
L 
increments of diameter from 60 inches to 96 inches. 
The model R, FAN-E units are fumished in 1089 casing sizes. 
with a constant depth of 12 inches. and are available in 2 inch 
increments of width (J) and height (K) from 4 inches to 36inches, in 4 inch increments from 36 inches to 60 inches; and 
in 6 inch increments from 60 inches to 120 inches. I r "L -
FAN-E units are only available with 90 degree connecting flanges 
on the air entering and leaving sides, varying from 1" to 2", --- J- I , -, 
depending upon unit size. 
model Rectangular model Circular 
AIR FLOW METERING SYSTEMS gauge flush mounted on a metal control panel with a 
Dealing in directly measurable values of total pressure, 
static pressure and unit area . . while being devoid of 
series of push button valves, all wih station designa-
Feni oraM D statn remotely unated 
any special laboratory developed correction 
version tables. or calibration curves 
factors, con-
the air flow 
station buttons are pressed and the velocity is regis 
tered on the meter. There are no technical limitations 
metering arrangements that can be applied to FAN-E units tIothe number ofreadout stations on a single panel 
and D.A.M.D. stations are essentially unlimited. Shown ". . W I O 
below are several of the more commonly applied systems . t.tirliat CiI'I t itiA(4 flhi, 
STATIONARY (DRY) METft 
diaphragm actuated differential pressure gauge
mounted on a metal Panel with callibrutmil scale to 
9 
, 
' 
, 
de 
Adiaphragm actuated differential pressure gauge with 
dual photo-cell electronic amplifier and slave relay
circuit Meter scale calibrated to permit direct reading
of FAN-E or DAM D.velocity in feet per minute or 
where specified. in unit or station air flowvolume in 
a 
permit reading of lmit velocity in feet per minute, 
or where specified, in unit or station air flow volume 
in cubic feet per minute For continuous monitoring 
of fan or duct capacity with effective range of 800 to 
cubic feet per minute For use where high and/or low 
limit controls on air flow are required for actuatingjlaml warning lights, damper motors. etc­
4000 fpm I ;t:',,: 1, , v.i.... , V, I! 
q 
I, 
* . 
CENTRAL READOUT OR CQNIOI PAtWL 
ENR RFDU 
•The pressure transmitting tubes ftom multiple FAN E 
or DAM D installations are brought to a central panel
capable of individual FAN E unit or DAM D station 
readout with a single air flow meter lie paundron-
sisis of adiaphragm actuated dilleicuhal piessuii 
A diaphragm acluated differential gauge mounted in 
a metal carrying case with detachable leveling tripod 
land Meter scale calibrated to permit the direct read 
Ig of the velocities in feet per minute of multiple 
FAN-E unit or D A M D station installations Meter 
complete with on off ail meter switch and quick 
tonnect fittings 
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Automatic Airflow Control
 
,...R/with FAm IoL1
 
Constant Vame 
Variable I Re, iSup,,Fnd 3Volume Systemua 
Fan Capacity I withaaprovisoCnrl . . .. ", .Control 
. torfnC, 
With automatic reset of I "readout. Pnu
 
Return FanCapacity waiticiro. ..
 
I, I-
Return Fan Capacity show,?.
With system demand-I ''t 
control of Supply &I2 
_-++.+~ ~...............
Return Fan Capacity. i . 
'A'U IVariable & ,! P:' rvi -il 
Constant Volume , , t . . P 4System- [ ._ >Single Fan 
-

With automatic reset of I - . . . .
 
return air volume at rPI .
 
indivdual floors. ',"',, , I J]lL " ' 
IWith system demand FL[J I 
control of Supply & , _ F ,= " .. ' ..,, . .Return Fan Capacity. ­
.... Hr- I. '... 
I 9Il~£ 3.(. 
E:-:/! * valuator Unit
 
Preface: FAN-E units can atcurately measure air flow at any velocity. Pressure differential meters 
(inclined manometers, magnehelid gauges, etc.) are however limited as to their range of readability. 
For this reason we recommend FAN-E units be sized for operation within 800 to 4,000 feet per minute. 
Unit area (sq. ft.) x desire0 operating veloty (ipm) ---(jiit Capacity (MEM, 
To-determine-the CFM -Capacity-of a specific-size FAN:E 'unit, multiply the Unit Are. listed in the 
charts below by the desired operating velocity. 
ELIGHT 
­ a s q UNIT AREAS, in square feet 
111 222 277, 333 388 444 500 .555 611 666 722 777 8331 8818 944 , 1 ,11 122,133 ­
166 2501333 .416 50 683£661 .75 833 .916 101 108 1.16 125, 133:141 1 1.66 1831200 
. . . 83 . .. I 	 .5 " 13 20 
222.333 .444 .5551 666 77 888 999 111 1122 133i 1.441 155 16611.77 188 20 '222 244,266 
------------ ....-	 152..1-66...1 19 2226 25 -2.8 ;os 

10 277 4161 555 6941 833 972 1.11' 125 138 !1 2 1.66 1.80 194 2081 222 236 25 277, 305 !333
 
12 3331600 666 833 1.0 1 16 1.332 1.5 167 183j 201 216 2.33 2.5' 266 2831 3 333 367 40
 
14 388683 777 972 116 136 155' 76 1.94 2 4 2331 252, 272 1' 389 4.28 46
 
412671 I 21- , 	 ,5 4 

3
16 444 666 888 1.11 133.551 177. 200 222 244|267! 289 11 3331 356 378 40 444 489 534
 
8 6001.750 .999 1.25 15 1.75 20' 225 250 275 30!326 3601 3.75 400,425; 45 500 5.5 60
 
20 	 555 .833 1.111 138, 166 194 22 2.60 278 305 3 33 361 3.89 416 4 44 4672 50 555 611 677
 
.. .J.. -4 ,.. ---- - - -. .-4-!­22 611 916 122 1521183 214 2.44.730 336 366' 397 4271 458 4.88:5 19 56 6.11 672 733 
6661 10133 166 20 233 2.67 301 333 366' 4014331 467 60' 534'566i 60 .6.66 7.34 80 
26 722 1081 1.44 180i216 262 2.89 325 361 I 3 4.67j 505 .42 577,614 65 722' 7.94 866 
----- - ,- -- -	 -- ,46 so' -54! - k. .. .!--F . 369.. 	 8-65--
28 777 11.16 1155 194_2.331 2.72 311: 3501389 4271467 5.05 545 583. 623.661' 70; 7.77; 855 933 
68331.251.6625,29 1 333,
-..
375 41,458[ 50, 642 £235831 625 666 708 I75 ,83917,10-02 08 ----.. . . --- - ... . ....88 .,534.. "-9.6 
32 888 133 1.77 2322 28663 356:f 40 44488 53 577 2316.661 712755 8.0 888 978,108
34 	 944 1.41 188 236 283133 377 425 472 519 56 64 8 708 755803' 85 944 104' 16.h--r.78 0 9414 1141 661 5 
36 10 16j 20 2.5 351 40 45 50 55 60 65 701 75010 85 90J 01 110: 12.03 0  

I
40 	 111 f1661222 2.77i3.33j389 444; 50 555 611 '666 7.221 777 8331 888 9.44 100 I111 12.2 133 
44 --83244-f... 305 L 67. 428 . .... 6721- 7.34 794 8651 F 110 C 13.4:,122 - . 4.89!5 6.11+ 	 ' 1122. " . I-	 [ 4 9171 918110.4 1474
 
13 3 48 	 133 20 2.66 3331 4.01466.. 534.- +.... ..__ I-80,866 9 33 - --010681 113 - "- . 160..  .  6.0f6-77I 17331 - 104 	 14.714-----... ..- - 120 - . 
52 1..4 2628 2 ... -360 505 578 6 7.22 ...7948 ... I 10-1 108 11 57,123 130 14 4: 441-2.18- 62: 5.I ;--- .............	 159173
 ij. L. 567 939 

56 1 388 4 67 644 , 7 934101 1089 1171246 3 145 171 187
3313.11 	 132140 

__ [233-3.11- - _ lI. I 183 . 
60 .1661 25 333 4161 50 583 667! 75 834 916 10.0 125 1335 1 183108 11661 142:160' ' 200 
- - -	 .. ...- 9I I 11 6 1 
4366 5.5 916 	 1i4766 	 183,275  641 733 825 101 110 119128,1376 1561166 
...... 
r 
-- -----. 	 .. {+I--"~ ~ ~~-I---- .. --- . . 4--..- .{ , 1.3. 20.220
 
72 20 30 40 5-0 6.0 701 80. 901 oj O 120 1301 140 150 160 1701180 200j 22.0 1 240
 
78 	 2.16 3254 5.413 5 75868.6. 9.75 108 119 130 14.1151 1625 173 1841195 216 238 260
-.I -1-- ..... 12.8+----- t --------- - 4 ] --.
 
84 233 351466 5831 7.0 816 9.33 105 116 128 140 1521 16-3 175 187! 19 210 233 257! 280
 
90 260 3751500 625' 75 875 1000'11.25 12 137, 162 1751875I 260 21225J1250. 27-51 300
 
__ - 1 1 1 12714 i
'- ­4015.3 6661 80 933 	 .96 	 2.6 106; 120 133 147' 160, 17.3 18.7 2001 2 227124026G 293,320
--I -- I - / I f" ' 1. ,231 
102 283 426 1S 7081 85 991113 1275 142 156 1/0 184 19821.25 22.6.241 2551 28 : 2 A40 
108 300 46 60 7.51 90 105 120 135 15 16 180 195 210 225 240255 270 300 330 .360 
114 ......3 4.75 633 7911 9 5 ....111 12.7:14251 15816....1-2..1 17.4 19.0 2061 22.2,2375i 2b3j27.01265 316b33._ 34 8 38000 

120 	 333 166 833 10.0 116 133 1183 10 21.7 2331 267. 2831300t 33 367: 4006-0 	 2501 
WIH 	 i 10 12 14 1 , i0j22I 2 26 28 301 32 34 36 40 44 48 
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Areas and Capacity Formulations
 
Known Unit Capacity (CFM) - desired operating velocity (FPM) -_ cmi Am,, Icn ' { " 
ifthe CFM Capacity of the fan is known, divide this value by the desired operating velocity to deter­
mine the unit area. Entering in the charts below, list (for final selection) those FANAE unit sizes ap­
proximating the unit area figure obtained above. 
Known Unit Capacity (CFM) , IJnit Area (Sq. Ft ) Unit operating i-oc,;ity [ pln) 
if the CFM Capacity of the fan and the required FAN-E unit size is known, the operating velocity can 
be determined by dividing the CFM by the unit area listed in the charts below. 
HEIGI -/W -E 
Inchs UNIT AREAS, in square feet SIZE FANEdia. UNIT AREA 
4 144 155 1661 1.83 2.0 [12161 2.33 25C 266 283 3-00 316 333 Inches Square Feet 
6 2.16 233 25 "2.75 3.0 325 3.5 3.7 4.0 425 45 4 50 0.196 
288311 333 366 40433! 4.66 533 566 600 63 650 - 0.349 
10 366 388 4.16 458 50 541 583 6.25667.08750 7918"33 10 0.545 
12 434 467 5-0 55 60 65. 7.0 7-E 80 85 0.0 95 100 12 0.785 
14 505 544 583 641 70 75681 8.16 8751 933 991 105 11 116 14 1068 
. .. 4 106
 
16 578 622 6671 733 80 8661 933 100[ 106 1131 12.0 127 133 16 1395
 
18 6.5 67570 7.5 825 90 9.75! 10.5 1125/r 120 1275! 135 14.25 150 18 1'0 .766 
67 3_ 97]16 100 108: 116 125 13.3 14.2 151 158 167 20 i 2.180 
794 855 916 1012 7 9 . _ 110. 119;- . .13.7 1742. . 4_- I -.I _ . 128 .. 14.71 1561 165i 18.3 22 2.. 64 0 
24 867 934 100 1101 12.0 130 140 150 160 1701 180 190 200 24 3. 1 " . .... I I  39 
26 939 1010 1081 11.91 130 14-11 152...." I I 16.21 1731,1841I 195 206 21.7 26 3.683
 
28 101 1089 1166. 12.8 14.0 15.11 163 175 18.71 198 i 21.0 22'2II l28
2323 4275 
30 108111.1i1375 150t1625 175 187E 200,2125 225 2375 250 30 4905
 
-1 
32 11.57 1246 13 351 14.7 160 173 187 20 213 226 240 253 26.7 36 7.063
 
34 123 132 142j 156 170 18.41 19-8 212 227! 24.1i255i 270 283 4206
 
40 14..4 ..66 ..18 0..21 , , 28i004 124736 _t3 , o01501 165 180 195 210 2 0 255' 270'285 306 48 14 
0 68,-14.4155183 2-002186 233 25 2661 28313000 31 6 333 54 15.89
 
44 159 1831 2204 228 2571 327JJ 293 1 I 34- 67. 60 1.69.62
171 22..0 lO 2!3 31 9  

48 173 8702 
 j 28030 32034 013 40.0 72481 I t 23 
 72 2825
 
52 188 20 2 -21.,7 2381 26 0 28J2.J03 32E :34/1 368.39 41 2433 8 84 
56 20.2218 2331 2571 2801303 32.) 35O1 3731 39,7 420 443 46.7 9g 5.23 
60 2 i4-3 2752 300'325 3503 !400 425: 450 475 5o.5 
66 238257275130251 33a7]75 38.5j41 25 440146751 495 52.75 550
 
722 80 30 39018o 51 ! 5401 570'600
 
- ---....---- _ I F--i f-I , , i
 
78 282 303 325'3575[ 390]423 455 4871 520 55 2 585 617 (10
 
8430632. 45'59 5 6301 665 7001

.303 3 .03851 420 45 490 825j 560k i 
90 3251350 375,41251 450, 4871 525 I563 60 0 638. 6751 71 3 750 
96 3471373 400 4401 4801 52.01 5601 600 640 680', 720 7601800 
2 39I 42.514675 510 55.2 595 76.5 807 850368 638 680, 72.2 

- - ..- -..-- 4 I . ' '
 390 420 4501 495 540 58.51 630. 675 720, 765 8101 855 900 
114 412 443 475 52751 570 61.71 565 713 7601 8071 855 903 950h120 43 3 4 00 55.0 0o 50{ 70.0! Sd 8001 850 900 5 
WTDTH 
che$ 52 6 60 5 7 
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use a:
 
FA N 	 at the fan u~tL
 
ILA.3 J P.2[ inthe duct I$ 
S_.S.T. inthe duct riser 5 
DJAD4 coneT with
 
GEM at at the outlet 
measure: 
AIR VELOCITY . . . AIR VOLUME ... SYSTEM STATIC PRESSURE 
" Instantaneously- Direct readings in FPM (feet per minute) and/or CFM (cubic 
feet per minute) obtained in 10 seconds or less. 
" Accurately- within 1% for FAN-E, D.A.M.D., and S.S.T.; within 3% for BAL-cone 
with CFMatic. 
" Reliably-operates on basic principles of air measurement, without use of cor­
rection factors, calibration curves, etc. 
u Verifiably-Readings are completely reproducible, void of instrument technique 
or human error. 
control:Ifan capacity at constant volume regardless in variable volume system operation 
of system static changes or variations. - returnair duct or space quantity changes to 
i programmed or manual reset of fan capacity. match supply air quantity changes (in vari­
" actuation of Audio or Visual safety alarms in able volume system). 
critical air flow systems. m continuous or periodic monitoring of fan 
* 	 maximum air filter replacement cycle based (duct, or outlet) capacities at a central con­
on actual air volume, decrease, rather than trol panel.
arbitrary filter resistance increase. v control of fan, duct or system static pres­
" 	supply and return fan capacities under vari- sures under variable or constant volume 
able and constant volume systems based on operation. 
actual system demand predetermined positive, negative or neutral 
" 	rescheduling and reset of return fan capaci- space pressurization regardless of system 
ties ,to match supply fan capacity changes static or volume changes. 
AirTI onitor P.O. Box 6358 Coddingtown Station 
i 'Santa Rosa, California 95406('orporation a 	 tJI)Slh(707) 544-27063orporation' 
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Air Monitor Corporation
 
P. 0. BOX 6358 CODDINGTOWN STATION I il 
SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95405 
AREA CODE (707) 544-2700 
June 28, 1977
 
Mr. Ken Mohn
 
Owens-Illinois
 
200 North Westwood
 
Toledo, OH 43666
 
Subject: Special FAN-E supplied on wo#1552
 
Dear Mr. Mohn:
 
The FAN-E delivered to you has an accuracy of + 1% in the range of 300 to 600
 
SCFM providing that the FAN-E is installed corFectly. This special FAN-E requires
 
twice the standard installation distance. Enclosed is a sheet of installation
 
distances for standard units.
 
We recommend that your arrangement should be fan, 2 diameters of duct; screen
 
unit, 4 diameters of duct; FAN-E, 4 diameters of duct; and screen mounted on
 
the entrance to the plenium. For best results, we recommend that lab work
 
should be done on the possibility of eliminating the plenium, since it may
 
effect accuracy.
 
Very Trul Yours,
 
MONIj CORPRDOVTON
 
Vtt Kenyon
 
Customer Service
 
Enclosures: FAN-E brochure
 
Installation Guide
 
SK/jda ,cuvR jj.CO) 
fif rJtvaluator DuctAirdlonitormevice c'1-9 V01 coo 
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2.1 System Desion Conditions.
 
The Model SEC-601 air collector was. -roof-mounted south facing 
at a 450 tilt. Ducting, instrumentation, heat exchanger and air fan werc 
installed. The duct between the flow meter and the heat exchanger was 
detached in order to provide access for smoke ingestion into the system.
 
The ducting loading from the collector was blocked. The variable speed
 
air fan was adjusted to provide 1.5 inches, w.g., above ambient inthe
 
collector manifold. A smoke bomb was activated at the inlet to the air
 
fan. No'evidence of collector or system leakage could be detected.
 
The system hook up was completed and all ducting and components
 
insulated. A series of air mass flow versus collector pressure drop tests
 
was completed. The test system schematic and the test data is contained
 
inFigure 2.1(a). A plot of the data and the equation relating air mass
 
flow to pressure drop is contained in Figure 2.1(b). The tests conducted
 
under Section 5.2, temperature and pressure resistance are also applicable
 
to the subject Section 2.1. Data from the thermal cycling test phase is
 
contained in Figure 2.1(c).
 
2.1.1 Equipment Capabilities.
 
The design flow rate of the Model SEC-601 collector is approx­
imately 8 Lbs./Hr.Ft.2 higher system flow rates may be used with an
 
attendent gain in collector thermal performance. The fan theoretical
 
pumping power isrelated to flow and pressure drop by the expression:
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- 6 p QHP = 157.5 X 10 (I) 
p = Pressure drop, inches, w.g.
 
Q = Total air flow; Ft. 3/min.
 
Using the data of Figure 2.1(a)
 
APc .03 0.5 .10 .15 .20
 
Q 142 184 261 320 369i CFM
 
P .29 .48 .95 1.35 1.75 in.w.g.
 
HPa .0065 .0139 .0391 .068 .1017 HP
 
However, system pressure drop, leakage and fan efficiency will affect
 
the sizing of the fan. Most common electric motors will not survive the
 
high temperatures within the air system ducting; an externally mounted
 
motor with an extension shaft coupling to the air fan is recommended..
 
The temperature rise due to fan inefficiency is generally recoverable if
 
a suitable heat barrier is employed in the extension shaft and motor
 
mount. Relatively low fan pumping power is required to move the air
 
through the collector.
 
2.1.2 Noise or Erosion-Corrosion.
 
During the air mass flow-pressure drop experiments, no sound
 
emanating from the collector tube elements or the manifold could be de­
tected at a system air flow rate up to 369 CFM. The 144 tube ERDA col­
lector manifolds and tube elements were inspected after 17 months of
 
test operation. No evidence of erosion-corrosion could be detected in
 
(C)Page 14-67?,Marks' Mechanical Engineers Handbook, Sixth Edition,
 
McGraw Hill.
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any of the working components. Some evidence-of deterioration of the 
polyurethane foam ins-ulation was noticed-where the insulation was directly 
exposed to high temperature air flow. Where the insulation material was
 
protected, no visible'sign of deterioration of the insulation was detected.
 
The Model SEC-601 collector design protects the polyurethane foam in­
sulation from contact with high temperature air. Following completion
 
of the 100 cycles of thermal cycling at exit air temperature of 325 0F,
 
the manifold was visually inspected. No sign of deterioration of materials
 
or components could be detected.
 
2.1.3 Operating Conditions.
 
The components of the Model SEC-601 collector have been
 
tested inexcess of the pressure and temperature ranges expected in
 
actual service without damage or loss inpressure that could impair their
 
intended functions. Over pressure and high temperature thermal cycling
 
test data of Figure 2.1(c) isprovided as primary evidence along with
 
other test data as contained principally inSection 5.2.
 
2.1.4 Fluid Flow inCollectors.
 
The 144 tube ERDA collector was highly instrumented with
 
thermocouples to measure the temperature rise in a large number of tube
 
pairs inmany areas of the array. Each tube pair of the east half of,
 
the lower manifold was 'instrumented with thermocouples. A typical set
 
of data is as follows:
 
36 31 31 31 31 36 37 35 37 40 40 -45 -40 41 41 40 41 450F
 
.96 190 98 101 101 105 95 112 108 108 115 103,113 102 94 105 102 93°F
 
Center-Air Inlet-Outlet End
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The good correlation of temperature rise is evidence of excellent flow
 
distribution ineach.of the collector tube elements at the design air flow
 
rate. At about twice the design flow rate, the temperature rise data
 
was:
 
33 30 30 30 30 34 35 32 35 37, 38 41 38 38 38 37 38 4°F
 
89 91 91 92 92 94 95 104 102 100 107 102 110 96 100 99 99 91°F
 
Flow distribution remains excellent at the higher flow rates.
 
Comparative analysis of the ERDA air manifold and the Model SEC­
601 air manifold indicate similarity of flow cross section and flow
 
rates. The experimentally derived flow-pressure drop relationships for
 
the two collectors are:
 
1.84
 
ERDA A P = CFM in.w.g.
 
CFM = Volume Flow Per Tube Pair, Ft.3/min.
 
A P = Collector Pressure Drop, inches, w.g.
 
Model SEC-601
 
1.92
 
A P = CFM
 
10.5
 
CFM - VolIve Flow per Tube, Ft. 3/min. 
a P = Collector Pressure Drop, inches, w.g. 
The essentially identical exponent for flow rate suggests that the
 
collector pressure drop iscontrolled by the flow inthe tube elements.
 
The difference inthe constant is due to tile difference in path length
 
of the two tubes in series versus all tubes inparallel. Leakage flow
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in the ERDA collector also contributes to the larger value of the constant. 
Since flow di-stribution-is- ontrol-etby the pressure dro; in the-tube 
elements rather than in the'manifold, it can be implied that satisfactory 
flow distribution obtains in the Model SEC-601 collector by similarity.
 
The flow distribution between modules of a large array is a systems design'
 
parameter. A variation in flow rate module to module of + 25% will have
 
little impact on overall system performance because of the very low loss
 
coefficient characteristic of the collector.
 
2.1.7 Pressure Drops.
 
The air flow-pressure drop relationship of the Model SEC-601
 
collector is contained in the data of Figure 2.1(a) and the curve and
 
equation of Figure 2.1(b).
 
Review of items 2.1, 2.1.1t 2.1.2, 2.1.3, 2.1.4, 2.1.7 succetsfully
 
completed.
 
'Robert F. RomaKer K h L. oan 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
(. r . I' -. - . -° 
'William
David C. Miller, Ph.D. C.-Louie, V.P.
 
S&G Certification Officer P.E. (,Ii. 11084)
SH&A Certification Officer 
Technical 
NAS? Approva 
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2.2 Mechanical Stresses.
 
2.2.1 Vibration Stress Levels.
 
During the testing described indetail inSection 5.2.4, Leak­
age, the collector module was critically inspected for any audible evi­
dence of vibration induced inany collector component due coupling with
 
air ducts or fan. No audible sound could be detected. No evidence of
 
vibration of any component of the collector could be detected by thorough
 
inspection of the ERDA 144 tubular air collector. The potential problem
 
of reinforced resonance vibration of the absorber tube was investigated.
 
A collector tube element was instrumented with strain gages as shown in
 
Figure 2.2.(a). No selective coating was applied and the evacuation
 
process eliminated since the bonding agent used for applying the strain
 
gages could not tolerate the bake out temperature.
 
The collector tube element was mounted on a vibration shake
 
table and excited inthe range of 0 to 300 Hz. Two resonant peaks
 
were observed, one at 139 Hz. and one at 214 Hz. Prolonged exposure
 
at these frequencies gave no evidence of damage. A frequency response
 
plot of the tube assembly isshown inFigure 2.2(b). The modulus of
 
elasticity of KG-33 is 9.5 X 106 lbs./in 2. The maximum detected strain
 
was 27 micro inch/inch. The resulting maximum stress level is227 psi,
 
well below the modulus of rupture stress level of an abraded rod of
 
10,000 psi.
 
2.2.2 Vibration from Moving Parts.
 
There are no moving parts within the Model SEC-601 collector
 
except air flow. No evidence of flow induced vibration could be
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detected up to air flow rates of 16 lbs./Hr.ft.2, twice the design air
 
flow rate. No evidence of coupling of the vibration due to moving
 
parts such as the air fan could be detected.
 
2.2.4 Vacuum Relief Protection.
 
The installation and maintenance manuals specify that the air
 
fan be located in the inlet ducting to the manifold. This will in­
sure that the manifold will always be at a positive pressure. The
 
manifold was exposed to a positive pressure of 5 inches w.g. repeatedly
 
during the leakage tests of Section 5.2.4 with no evidence of structural
 
stress or induced air leakage of greater than 1% of design flow rate.
 
2.2.5 Thermal Changes.
 
The collector was subjected to lOOcycles of thermal stress from
 
ambient temperature to 3250F. No evidence of degredation of any com­
ponent or sub-assembly could be detected as demonstrated by no change
 
in the rate of leakage air flow from the collector. See Section 5.2
 
for substantiating experimental data.
 
2.2.6 Flexible Joints.
 
Connecting ducting was in place during the thermal cycling tests
 
of Section 5.2. The flexing of the connecting ducting due to air flow
 
and thermal cycling was accommodated by the interface and mounting
 
provisions of the Model SEC-601 collector.
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Review of items 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.4, 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 success­
fully completed.
 
"Iobert'F. Roker Kenheth L. Mtan 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (QOhio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
r 
avid C. Miller, Ph. . illiam C. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
SH&G Certification Officer 
1/Technical Manager
 
NASA Approval 
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2.3 Leakage Prevention.
 
The design leakage flow rate of the Model SEC-601 collector
 
is 1% target. The measured leakage flow rate did not change sub­
stantially from the initial test to the test afterlOOthermal cycles
 
between room ambient and 3250F. The measured leakage flow rate was
 
less than 0.2% design flow rate.
 
2.3.1 Pressure Test: Non-potable Fluids.
 
The criterion of 2.3.1 specifically excludes air as the
 
heat transfer fluid from the requirements of the section. A small but
 
controlled rate of air leakage is desired in an air cooled collector
 
to minimize system pressure fluxuation as a function of air temperature.
 
2.3.2 Pressure Test: Potable Water.
 
The installation and operation manuals specify that the col­
lector be operated at a positive pressure of 5 inches w.g. or less.
 
The maximum pressure is specified to limit system air pumping power
 
not for structural reasons. Any potable water leakage would occur at
 
the air-liquid heat exchange interface not within, the collector.
 
2.3.3 Air Transport Systems.
 
The transition ducting between the collector manifold and the
 
system ducting is 0.21 Ft2. At the design air flow rate of 144 CFM
 
per module, the average air velocity in the transition section js
 
700 Ft./min. and within the limits of air flow velocity as contained
 
within SeCtion 615-4.3 of HUD MPS (3).
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Review of items 2.3 through 2.3.3 successfully completed.
 
IRobort . ma'e r. Kenneth L. Moan 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. 
0.1. 
(Ohio 5203)
Approval 
av~Id C. Miller, Ph.D. William G. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
SH&G Certification Office 
,/?NASA Approval 
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2.4 Collector Adjustments.
 
2.4.1 Orientation and Tilt.
 
The drawings, specifications and installation of the Model
 
SEC-601 collector were reviewed. The collector may be mounted in
 
any fixed orientation or tilt required by the application. There
 
are no structural or flow path imposed restrictions. Asouth facing
 
orientation with the tube axis north-south optimizes the thermal
 
performance on a daily basis.
 
2.4.2 Mutual Shadowing.
 
The problem of mutual shadowing between multiple collectors
 
is negated so long as the collectors are installed in a single plane
 
relative to the axis of the tube elements.
 
Robert V. RoInaker Kenneth L.Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
hiamd C. Mi ler, Ph.D. W Iliam C. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certification P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
Officer SH&tG Certification Officer 
e
0 n . au 
Technical Manager
 
/ NASA Approval
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2.6 Heat Transfer Fluid Quality.
 
2.6.2. The 144 ERDA collector array, under test for in excess of
 
one year, was inspected and no significant accumulation of dust was de­
tected. Review of thermal performance data for November, 1977, indicates
 
no deterioration in thermal performance due to the accumulation of deposits
 
of dust or dirt after eight months of operation. The critical absorber
 
surface is protected in a vacuum environment; the cover tube surfaces
 
appear to be self cleaning based on a review of the performance data
 
taken over a period of approximately eight months. Air filtration to
 
the collector should have a minimum ASHRAE arrestance of 60 percent.
 
Pressure drop through the filtration unit should be minimized (0.1 inches
 
watergage at 150 SCFM is recommended) in order to restrict air pumping
 
power requirements.
 
Review of items 2.6 through 2.6.2 successfully completed.
 
Robert F. Romaker
 
0.1. Test Techni-cian,
 
UU C,C/i :4" //.., 
Da id C. Hiller, Ph.D. Kenneth L. Moan, P.E. 
SH& , Certification Officer (Ohio 5203) 
0.1. Approval
 
/John M. Caudle William C. Louie, P.E. 
NASA Approval (Michigan 11084) 
SH&G, Certification Officer 
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3.1 Structural Design Basis.
 
The capability of the Model SEC-601 collector to meet the
 
provisions of JSP [1] and/or ANSlAl19.l[4] has been demonstrated by
 
the physical testing of a complete seventy two (72) tube module to the
 
requirements of the applicable criterion of the sub-sections of
 
Chapter 3 -- Structural, of the Interim Performance Criteria. A complete 
module was mounted in a load test fixture as shown in the sequence of 
photographs Figure 3.1(a) through 3.1(j). A steel reinforced concrete 
floor was used as the test fixture base. Two X ten inch boards were used 
as risers to elevate the collector module above the plane of the floor 
to provide clearance for the inlet and outlet transition ducts. Sections 
of the recommended diffuse backing screen (Alcoa 4-inch ribbed Bone 
White #K2028-30, flourocarbon) were attached to the top surface of 
the stringers. The twenty mounting pads of the Model SEC-601 collector 
module were attached to the stringers u~ing blind hole (one per pad)Molly 
mounting bolts. A two section air bag was layed on top of the collector 
tube elements. A reaction element, isolated from the collector, was 
installed. This allowed an air pressure within the air bag to impose 
a uniform load on the collector elements w4th the magnitude of the load 
a direct function of the air pressure within the air bags. The air 
pressure in the air bag was controlled with a two stage pressure regulator 
operating off of shop line pressure. An air bleed to ambient, downstream 
of the pressure regulator, w6s added to improve the stability of the
 
system. Dial indicators were mounted to determine the deflection under
 
load at four representative locations of the collector module. These
 
are indicated in Figures 3.1(h) and Ci). The leakage flow rate
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at a manifold pressure of 1 inch w.g. was monitored constantly and was
 
used as the primary evaluation of the effect of physical loading on
 
collector operation.
 
3.1.1 Applicable Standards and 3.1.2 Service Loads were reviewed
 
and the definitions and requirements found to be acceptable without
 
exception.
 
1. Dead load. The dead load of the SEC-601 module, fully assembled
 
is300 pounds as determined by weighing a completed module.
 
2. Live loads. Since air isused as the heat transfer fluid, the
 
cooling,fluid does not contribute to any appreciable live load.
 
Snow does not add a significant live load to the col-lector.
 
Any snow build up first penetrates between the spaced tubular
 
elements and acts upon the basic roof structure. Increased
 
snow depths build up snow behind (roof side) of the tubular
 
elements, surround the tubular elements and subsequently cover
 
the tubular elements. Except for a minor degree of loading
 
of the manifold, the live load due to snow on the collector is
 
negligible. This condition was observed during the heavy snow
 
conditions of the 1977-1978 winter season inToledo, Ohio.
 
For test purposes, a snow load equal to the dead load will be
 
assumed'.
 
3. Wind loads. A wind load equivalent to 40 pounds per square
 
foot (the worst condition found in applicable specifications)
 
will be used. The exposed cross section of the cover tube
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per element is 2.13" X 42"/144 = .62 Ft2. The wind loading ­
- per 	tube, assuming a drag coefficient of 1.3 is .62 X 1.3 X 40 = 
32.31 lb. The maximum frontal area of the manifold is 13" X 12' = 
,13 Ft2 and the wind loading is 520#. The total load is 72 X 
32 	.21 + 520 = 2846 pounds = .20 pounds/in 2 .
 
4. 	Earthquake loads. "A common rule (for earthquake loads) is to
 
provide in the associated structure for resistance to horizontal
 
forces equal to one-tenth of the dead and live load supported."
 
Page 12-21, Marks' Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, sixth edition,
 
McGraw Hill. The earthquake load will be specified as 300
 
pounds dead load plus 300 pounds live load times 0.1 or 60
 
pounds.
 
5. Constraint Loads. Constraint loads caused by the environment
 
and normal functioning of the system are accommodated by system
 
design. The loads would be the result of differences in temper­
atures and coefficients of expansion of the materials of con­
struction. The collector tube glass elements are attached in
 
a single plane; the opposite (closed end) of the tubular ele­
ments are free to float axially and radially. The manifold
 
design represents the only critical subassembly relative to
 
strain induced by differential expansion. Evaluation of this
 
parameter will be by test and similaity to the 144 tubes
 
ERDA collector array.
 
6. 	Constraint loads, foundation settlement. The effect of founda­
tion settlement equivalent to 2 inches per 50 feet in any
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horizontal distance will be evaluated by test.
 
7. Hail loads, Hail loads are specified as resistance to 3/4"
 
diameter hail without impairjmnt to the functional capability
 
of the collector.
 
3.2 Failure Loads and Load Capacity.
 
3.2.1 	 Ultimate load combinations.
 
(1) 	1.4D + 1.7L = 300 (1.4 + 1.7) = 930 pounds = .067 psi.
 
(2) 0.9D + 1.7W = .9 1 300 + 1.7 X 2846 = 5108 pounds = .37 psi. 
C3) 0.9D + 1.45E = .9 X 300 + 1.45 X 60 =. 357 pounds = .03 psi. 
(4) l.ID + 1.3L + 1.7W = 1.1 X 300 + 1.3 X 300 + 1.7 X
 
2846 = 5558 pounds = .40 psi.
 
(5) 1.1D + 1.3L + 1.45E = 1.1 X 300 + 1.3 X 300 + 1.45 X 60
 
= 807 pounds = .06 psi.
 
3.2.2 	Ice Loads.
 
The ice load acting on a tubular element for a one inch glazing
 
thickness 	is:
 
Load = 56#3 > (42 - 22) X 42] = 12.83#/tube
 
F. 	 4 1728
 
And on 	the manifold surfaces,
 
Load = l -+ 	 X j56113 12 2 X 9" X 12'] 1 
Ft." 12 112 _ 
1451
 
Total 	ice load 12.83 X 72 + 145 = 1068 pounds .08 psi.
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La) 	 (I) 1.4 X 300 + T.7 X 1068 = 22361"= .16 psi. 
(4). 1.X 300 + 1.3 X 1068 + 1.7 X 2846 = 6557 = .45 psi' 
(b) (1) 300 + 1068 = 1368# = .10 psi 
(4) 300 + 1068 + 2846 = 4214P = .30 psi. 
See Section 3.2.4 for test procedure and results. 
3.2.4 Load capacity.
 
The air bag was inflated to a maximum pressure of 0.50 psi (6984 lbs.
 
total load)in increments of 0.10 psi. The deflections at the four
 
representative locations were monitored as was air leakage flow rate.
 
Air Bag
Pressure 
'Total 
Load (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Leakage
Flow 
psig Pounds I N C H E S c.c./Min. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 8800 
.10 1397 .061 .061 .088 .073 8800 
.20 2794 .104 .108 .148 .110 8800 
.30 4190 .135 .143 .211 .146 8800 
.40 5587 .160 .170 .255 .170 8800 
.50 6984 .183 .190 .335 .202 8800 
A plot of the maximum deflection versus applied load (location 3)
 
iscontained in Figure 3.2.4(a). Neglecting the initial system slack
 
which takes place.near the origin, there is a linear relationship of
 
deflection versus load within the limits of experimental error. A review
 
of the experimental data of section 3.2.4 and 3.3.1 indicates an error
 
band of deflection versus load of the order of .003"/0.1 psi. Thus, to
 
a load factor of 1.7 times design, the load versus deflection curve
 
indicates that all elements of the collector tructure are well within
 
their elastic region.
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3.3 Damage control.
 
3.3.1 Resistance to Damage.
 
The collector was subjected to the loading conditions of
 
Criterion 3.2.1, combination (4)with the load factors specified rather
 
than the load factor of 1.0 as allowed by the criterion. The results
 
of the load tests were;
 
Air Bag Total Dial Readings Leakage
 
Pressure Load 1 2 3 4 Flow
 
psig Pounds I N C H E S c.c./Min. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 8700 
.05 698 .037 .030 .046 .031 8700 
.10 1397 .060 .067 .080 .055 8700 
.15 2095 .083 .092 .113 .075 8700 
.20 2794 .104 .116 .139- .090 8700 
.25 3492 .121 .135 .165 .105 8700 
.30 4190 .137 .155 .196 .123 8700 
.35 4889 .152 .174 .228 .141 8700 
0 Residual .010 .019 .011 .010 8700 
Deflection 
No significant change in leakage flow rate could be detected as
 
a function of loading conditions. The residual deflection upon release
 
of the load is considered to be within acceptable limits. No sub­
assembly or component suffered damage of any kind which would require
 
replacement or repair or which would impair the intended function during
 
the service life.
 
3.3.2 Glazing design.
 
Steel ball drop tests were conducted on six collector tube
 
elements mounted in a manifold section and in an end support bracket.
 
Failure of the cover tube was experienced in each test case when a combina­
tion of ball size and drop height reached critical conditions. In no
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:ase was a failure of the absorber tube experienced. The fractured
 
jlass remained inclose proximity to the failure point and in all
 
zases within the installed area of the collector. No sign of flying
 
jiass representing a safety hazard was experienced.
 
3.4 Cyclic loads.
 
3.4.1 	 Deflection limitations.
 
Loading conditions
 
(1) l.OD to l.OD + 0.5L = 300 pounds to 450 pounds.
 
(2) l.OD to l.OD + 0.5W = 300 pounds to 1723 pounds.
 
A preload cycle from (1D) to (ID+ IW)= 300 + 2846 or 3146 pounds
 
listributed load was applied to the collector module to reduce system
 
2ack. The gages were zeroed and the cyclic testing initiated. The air
 
3ags were pressurized to 0.115 psig. (3.19" w.g.) and pressure removed
 
to less than 0.05" w.q. The cycle was approximately 6 minutes 40 seconds.
 
The leakage air flow with the manifold pressurized to 1 inch, w.g. was
 
3700 c.c./min. A total of 1072 cycles was accumulated over approximately
 
Five days of testing. The deflections measured after 1072 cycles were:
 
Applied Load 1 
Deflection 
2 3 4 
Leakage/ 
Flow 
3.19" w.g. 1606# 
24 hours after load removal 
.080" 
.020" 
.076" 
.008" 
.086" 
-.004" 
.062" 
0.0" 
8700 cc/min 
8800 
cc/min. 
The~residual deflections were within 25% of the deflections with
 
load applied and the leakage air flow test demonstrated that structural
 
integrity was preserved during and after 1000 cycles of load .testing.
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3.6 Creep and residual deflection.
 
3.6.1 	 Deflection limitations.
 
The maximum allowable deflection per the subject criterion
 
is:
 
d = 1.25S X 0.2D + 1.5L
 
There 	are 20 mounting attachments between the collector rail support
 
assembly and the structure to which the collector isattached. The
 
deflection of the span of the rail assembly between the manifold and
 
outboard support structure is represented by gage No. 2. The deflection
 
of the 	span of the rail assembly hetween mounting pads of the outboard
 
support 	structure isrepresented by gage No. 3. The span lengths are
 
44 inches and 36 inches respectively.
 
Since L = D,the equation for allowable deflection reduces to: 
d = 1.25S X 1.7
 
180
 
d2 = .519" 
d3 = .425" 
A total distributed load of 700 pounds was applied to the collector
 
for 24 	hours. The measured deflections of d2 = .041" and d3 = .049"
 
were recorded. These values are well below the allowable limits. The
 
residual deflections measured three hours after removal of the load
 
were d2 = .005" and d3 = -001". These values are well within the
 
= 

allowable limits for residual deflection of d2 .061" and d3 = .050"
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3.7 Hail resistance.
 
3.7.1 	 Hail size and loadinq.
 
The criterion for resistance to hail contained in the approved
 
Verification Test Plan was that hail size up to 0.75" in diameter would
 
not cause excessive damage to or impair the performance of the tubular
 
collector elements, manifold or end support brackets. A representative
 
section of the Model SEC-601 collector was subjected to testing under
 
simulated hail conditions at the Center for Disaster Research, Texas
 
State University. A copy of the test report issued by the center is
 
contained in attachment 3.7.1(a). No excessive damage to any collector
 
elements was experienced with hail sizes up to 1.25" in diameter.
 
3.8 Constraint loads.
 
3.8.1 Foundation settlement; contraction and expansion.
 
1. The effect of a differential foundation settlement of
 
2 inches in any horizontal distance of 50 feet was investigated. One
 
corner of the collector was rigidly attached to a simulated support
 
structure. All other attachments were removed and the remaining three
 
corners shimmed above the plane of rigid attachment as indicated in
 
Figure 3.8:1(a). The numerical values at each of the three unrestrained
 
corners represents the effect of foundation settlement of 2 inches per
 
50 feet. The measured leakage flow rate was 8700 cc/min at.a manifold
 
pressure of 1 inch w.g. Shims were then added to each of the unrestrained
 
through corners of the module and leakage air flow recorded. The shim
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height ininches and the value inrelation to the -cr-iterion o2 inches
 
per-50-feet were: 
Air Leakage 
Shimed Hei
A . 
ght 
C 
Relative 
A B 
Defl
C 
ection Flow Rate 
cc/Min. 
.323" .580" .480" 2" 2" 2" 8700 
.573" .830" .730" 3.55" 2.86" 2.52" 8700 
.823" 1.080" .980" 5.10" 3.73" 3.38" 8700 
1.073" 1.330" 1.230" 6.64" 4.59" 4.24" 8700 
1.323" 1.580" 1.480" 8.19" 5.45" 5.10" 8700 
1.573" 1.830" 1.730" 9.74" 6.31" 5.97" 8700 
The data demonstrates that the collector can withstand 3 to 5
 
times the criterion for foundation settlement without damage or impairment
 
of performance of the collector.
 
2. The effect of constraint loads arising from thermal expansion
 
or contraction is reported and evaluated inSection 5.2.
 
3.9 Ponding conditions.
 
3.9.1. 	Design provisions.
 
Physical inspection of the Model SEC-601 collector roof
 
installed for the thermal performance testing of Section 1.3 demonstrates
 
that no potehtial exists for the accumulation of water. Visual observa­
tion during and after severe rain conditions also confirms that no
 
ponding conditions exist.
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Review of items 3.1, 3.1.1, 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.4, 3.3, 3.3.1, 
3.3.2, 3.4, 3.4.1, 3.6; 3.7, 3,7.1, 3.8, 3.8.1. 3.9, 3.9.1 are 
successfully completed. 
Robert t. Romaker Kenneth L. Moan 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
David C. Miller, Ph.D. illiam C. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
SH&G Certification Officer 
t6ASA Approval
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OF POOR QUALU'TtOsIGINAL PAUL' 
MODEL SEC 601 COLLECTOR
OVERVIEW: 

MOUNTED ON STRUCTURAL TEST RIG
 
Figure 3.1 (a)
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LOAD TEST FIXTURE BASE; 2" x 10" STRINGERS,
 
MODULE SUPPORT STRUCTURE.
 
Figure 3.1 (b)
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CLOSE UP: 	 T BAR SUPPORTS; MOUNTING PADS SECTIONS
 
OF ALCOA 4-INCH RIB BONE WHITE #K2028-30,
 
FLOUROCARBON DIFFUSE REFLECTANCE BACKING
 
SCREEN.
 
Figure 3.1 	(c) 
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ORIGINAL PAN E 
OFtPO (UAL'T CLOSE UP: OUTBOARD SUPPORT STRUCTURE, STAND OFF, 
T BAR, ROOF MOUNTING PAD, SECTION OF ALCOA 
BONE WHITE BACKING SCREEN. 
Figure 3.1 (d)
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TWO SECTION AIR BAG; REACTION ELEMENT STAND OFF SUPPORTS.
 
Figure 3.1 (e)
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REACTION MEMBER MOUNTED IN PLACE
 
Figure 3.1 (f)
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CLOSE UP: 	 REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR; 2" x 10" STRINGERS;
 
MODEL SEC 601 COLLECTOR; AIR BAG; REACTION ELEMENT.
 
Figure 3.1 	(g) d 
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DIAL INDICATORS: DEFLECTION POSITIONS NO. I & NO. 2.
 
Figure 3.1 (h)
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DIAL INDICATORS: DEFLECTION POSITIONS NO. 3 & NO. 4.
 
epooRt AJWfl 
Figure 3.1 (i)
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PRIGINhL, t1u A 
UFPOOR QUJAI'T 
LOAD TEST FIXTURE; MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT: 
LEFT: MATHESON, BALL FLOAT FLOW METER 
LEAKAGE FLOW 
CENTER: PRESSURE GAGE, 0 to 30 INCHES, WATER COLUMN. 
AIR/BAG PRESSURE / MANIFOLD PRESSURE 
RIGHT: INCLINOMETER, 0 to 5 INCHES, WATER COLUMN. 
MANIFOLD PRESSURE / AIR BAG PRESSURE. 
Figure 3.1 (j) 
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Report on Hail Impact Tests
 
on Owens-Illinois Solar Energy Collectors
 
Impact tests were conducted on a 12 tube liquid collector
 
and a 12 tube air collector for Owens-Illinois on March 23
 
and March 24, 1978 at Texas Tech University. The missiles used
 
in the tests were spherical iceballs that simulate hailstones.
 
Missile diameters of 1.0 inch, 1.2 inch and 1.5 inch were used.
 
A compressed air cannon and photocell timing device were
 
used to fire the missile at a collector tube. In each trial a
 
tube was selected and missiles were fired at increasing velocities
 
until breakage occurred. The velocity resulting in breakage was
 
recorded and photographs were made when the breakage was such
 
that it would be apparent in a photograph.
 
All impacts were made approximately 9 inches from the top
 
of the collector tube. Except where noted, the impacts were
 
normal and were centered on the tube. This location of impact
 
is thought to present one of the more severe cases for this type
 
of collector.
 
Velocities of hailstones are affected by hailstone diameter
 
and by wind giving the hailstone a horizontal velocity in
 
addition to the vertical velocity. Vertical velocity is given by
 
VT = 53.5 D
 
where D is diameter in inches.
 
and VT is in miles/hour
 
Resultant velocity VR is
 
2 2 ;VR = (VT2+W )
 
where W is wind speed in miles/hour
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Another way to compute VR is
 
V,=VT
 
R CS 0
 
where 0 is the angle from vertical of the hailstones trajectory. 
Figure 1 gives velocity curves for several cases. 
Liquid Collector Tests
 
Table I presents test results on the liquid collector. The
 
following, conclusions can be made:
 
1. The 1.0 inch iceballs caused no damage even at velocities
 
much higher than those normally encountered for this size hail­
stones. A horizontal wind of 86 miles per hour will be required
 
to give a 1 inch hailstone a VR of 101.2 miles per hour. It appears
 
that the collectoi can survive 1.0 inch hailstones.
 
2. The 1.25 inch iceballs gave an average breaking velocity
 
of 73.6 miles per hour; standard deviation was 9.1. VT for this
 
size hailstone is 60 miles per hour. Tubes 3 and 11 (Tests
 
D and I) were broken at slightly above VT. It is probable that
 
1.25 inch hailstones will break some tubes but will not break others
 
due to the tube variation in strength.
 
3. The tubes appear vulnerable to hailstones with diameters
 
of 1.50 inches and larger.
 
Air Collector Tests
 
Table II presents test results for the air collector.
 
Conclusions from these results are:
 
1. The tubes should survive most 1.25 hailstones without
 
damage. Average breaking velocity was 92.4 miles per hour with
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Table I Liquid Collector Test Results 
Missile 
Test Tube Number Diameter (in) Velocity (mph) Comments 
A 1 1.00 88.8 No breakage 
B 2 1.00 101.2 No breakage 
C 2 1.25 72.4 Internal breakaga 
D 3 1.25 63.5 Internal breakage 
E 4 1.-25 73.0 
F 5 1.25 73.3 
G 6 1.25 71.8 
H 8 1.25 92:6 
I 1i 1.25 68.3 Internal breakage 
J 8 1.25 83.7 Glancing impact 
side of tube;breakage no 
K 1.50 59.9 Breakage on first 
impact; actual 
velocity for break­
age may be lower 
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Table II 
Test Tube Number 
A 1 
B 6 
C 7 
D 8 
E 9 
F 10 
G 11 
H 12 
I 1 
J 2 
K 3 
L 4 
M 5 
Air Collector Tests Results
 
Missile -

Diameter (in) Velocity (mph) 

1.00 94.0 

i.25 86.5
 
1.25 103.3 

1.25 99.1
 
1.25 79.7
 
1.25 86.5
 
1.25 99.1
 
1.25 71.3 

1.50 93.4
 
1.50 75.6
 
1.50 58.2 
1.50 73.5
 
1.50 111.1
 
Comments
 
No breakage
 
No breakage
 
Impact with
 
collector tilted 
back 450 
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a standard deviation' of 9.4. The minimum breaking velocity 
was 79.7 miles per hour; a 1.25 inch hailstone will have a 
velocity VR equal to 79.7 miles per hour when wind is blowing 
at 53.7 miles per hour. The second lowest breaking velocity
 
was 86.5 miles per hour; a 62.5 mile per hour wind will result
 
in 86.5 miles per hour from a 1.25 inch hailstone. These
 
wind velocities are possible in thunderstorms; however they are
 
the exception rather than the rule.
 
2. Average breaking velocity for 1;50 inch iceballs was
 
82.4 miles per hour; standard deviation was 20.3. Terminal
 
velocity VT for 1.50 inch hailstones is 65.5 miles per hour. It
 
is expected that some tubes will be broken by 1.50 inch haii­
stones and that some will survive.
 
3. The test with the collector at a 450 angle produced
 
breakage at 71.3 miles per hour. Although it was thought that
 
an impact at an angle other than normal would require a higher
 
velocity for breakage, this one test did not support that
 
supposition.
 
Comments on the Tests
 
The Owens-Illinois evaucated tube collectors have some
 
unusual characteristics concerning hail survivability due to
 
the collector design. Most hailstones'impacts will occur with
 
glancing impacts on sides of the tubes rather than at a 900
 
angle. All tests except those noted were made at 900 impact
 
angle. By chance some hailstones will miss the tubes and 
strike between adjacent tubes; others will strike at a Severe 
angle as shown in Figure 2 and will caus-e no damage. Test J 
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Normal
 
Impact
 
Glancing
 
Impact
 
Figure 2. Tube Impacts
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in Table I was made at such an angle, and no damage was observed.
 
A second unusual characteristic of the Owens-Illinois,
 
collectors is the ease- of replacement of individual tubes.
 
If one tube in a bank is broken, only that tube must be re­
placed. Also if breakage is internal and not on the exterior
 
of the tube, operation can continue until the damaged tube can
 
be replaced. In several cases breakage was internal with the
 
outer tube surface remaining intact; there will be no loss of
 
fluid, but there will be some decrease in performance due to
 
the tubes having lost the vacuum.
 
The iceball impact tests likely produce a more severe test
 
than that from a hailstone at the same velocity. Iceballs are
 
cast uniformly and are at a density that is at the upper limit
 
of the range of hailstone densities. Also the location of
 
impact and impact angle were selected to present a worst case.
 
Results obtained from these tests should be used with
 
caution in warranting survivability in a hailstorm. Hailstones
 
in a given storm are of various sizes; there is no official
 
measurement of sizes and no highly accurate method available
 
for measurement. Also hailstones rapidly decrease in size due
 
to melting. This re_ults in a situation where it is very
 
difficult to establish the size of a hailstone that caused
 
breakage to a collector tube. It is suggested that some type
 
df a hailpad be installed at each location of SunPac collectors
 
to provide a record of hailstone sizes should this record be
 
needed.
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Photographs
 
The following photographs were made after breakage occurred.
 
Collector Type 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Air 

Test 

A 

F 

I 

B 

B 

E 

F 

F 

G 

G 

H 

H 

J 

K 

L 

-Tube Number 

1 

5 

11 

- 6 

6 

9 

10 

10 

11 

11 

12 

12 

2 

3 

4 

Figure Number
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 
10
 
11
 
12
 
13
 
14
 
15
 
16
 
17
 
Figure 18 shows the collector positioned for Test H.
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4.2 Fail Safe Controls. 
4.2.1 System Failure Prevention. 
Accelerated life tests are conducted on collector tube ele­
ments as a continuing inhouse program. The DSET outdoor exposure
 
test program, originally planned for use as documentation for this
 
section, has been reduced induration. The results of the 0.1. ongoing
 
accelerated life tests are now considered to be more appropriate as
 
documentation. The test consists of heating the internal volume of
 
the absorber tube by a calrod unit. Figure 4.2.1(a) contains a chart of
 
the experimental test results for a standard production tubular ele­
ment exposed for 2035 hours to 500°F and an additional 9242 hours at
 
600'F. The tubular element was tested periodically for the stagnation
 
temperature itwould reach when subjected to radiation from an indoor
 
solar simulator. The change inthe comparative stagnation temperature
 
was from 320°F initially, a maximum of 342°F and down to a minimum of
 
3000F.
 
The collector tube element life isthe most critical component in
 
determining the long term thermal performance of the collector. The
 
accelerated life test data of Figure 4.2.1(a) documents the capability
 
of the collector tube elements to withstand long-term periods safely
 
and reliably under no flow conditions.
 
Attached as Figure 4.2.1(b) is a chart of temperature data derived
 
from the highly instrumented ERDA air collector. The manifold therpo­
couples were located inthe annulus air flow paths as indicated sche­
matically at the bottom of Figure 4.2.1(b). The tube on the inlet side
 
of the manifold was upward facing. The highest temperature recorded
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for convection air reaching the manifold was 210°F when the recorded
 
annulus temperature (not for the same tube pair) was 5080F. Under
 
stagnation conditions the manifold temperature is limited and repre­
sents no safety hazard.
 
Figure 4.2.1(c) contains a plot of the exit air temperature of
 
the air as it leaves the tube annulus and enters the manifold. The
 
ERDA collector array was allowed to soak under no flow conditions until
 
the air temperature inthe tube annulus as measured at the axial mid­
point of the tube element reached steady state. At solar noon, air
 
flow at B lbs./min. Ft.2 was introduced. The decay in temperature of
 
the air in the tube annulus and the transient air temperature at the
 
tube annulus exit plane are recorded as a function of time. The
 
temperature overshoot prior to reaching steady state will be noted. A
 
thermocouple located in the tube annulus is provided with each Model SEC­
601 collector. The Operations Manual specifies that the control system
 
shall include the necessary logic and a suitable control element
 
shall be provided to preclude the initiation of air flow when the air
 
temperature inthe annulus reaches or exceeds 400'F. Inthe event of
 
a control failure, air flow could be initiated after a long period of
 
exposure to high levels of radiation and the manifold could be subjected
 
to a short term high temperature excursion as indicated in Figure 4.2.1(c).
 
No failure mode of the collector will result from such short term
 
exposure. However, repeated exposure to such overtemperature conditions
 
could degrade the insulation properties of the manifold and/or induce
 
an air leakage path. These changes could result insome loss in thermal
 
performance of the collector.
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Several collector tube elements were subjected to thermal shock. 
The-tube elementswere heated and cold air introduced as a worse case 
condition. A chart of the test conditions iscontained inFigure 4.2.1(d). 
The criterion of Section 4.2.1 are met by similarity of design,
 
material selection, and construction of the ERDA air manifold and the
 
collector tube elements with the Model SEC-601 collector.
 
Review of items 4.2 and 4.2.1 successfully completed.
 
'obert F. Romaker Kenneth L. Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
Daid C. Miller, Ph.D. William C. Louie, V.P. 
SHI&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 1-1084) 
SH&G Certification 
Manager
NASA Appro v l1
Techical 
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Intra-Company 
cc: G. R. Mather - Dev. ctr. 
to K. Moan - Dev. Ctr. F. H..Brown.- Dev. Ctr. 
B. R. Emch - Dev. Ctr. 
subject Thermal Shock Testing of SunpakTM Sunair Collector Tubes. 
1. 	Introdudtion
 
SunpakTM Sunair collector tubes can reach stagnation temperatures of 600 ­
625OF under no-flow conditions. If air circulation is started in a stagnating 
system the inside surface of the absorber tube would be thermal shocked. The 
stresses generated in this type of thermal shock would be less than if water
 
caused the thermal shock, due to the lower thermal mass of the air and the lower 
heat transfer film coefficient at the air/glass interface.
 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop an air thermal shock test
 
for SunpakTM Sunair collector tubes, and to assess the thermal shock strength 
under conditions of maximum expected shock and abuse. 
2. 	Conclusions
 
2.1 SunpakTM Sunair tubes can withstand the maximum possible thermal
 
shock attainable (stagnation to room temperature air) even when severe defects
 
are present in the glass.
 
3.- Test Procedure
 
3.1 	Thermal Shock
 
The collector tubes were heated with a calrod heating element enclosed
 
in a one inch diameter aluminum tube. The calrod unit was placed inside the
 
collector tube and the end sealed off with insulation. The tube temperature was
 
measured and controlled by separate thermocouples placed at midpoint. 
After the control temperature had been reached (about 45 minutes) , the col­
lector tube was removed from the heating fixture and placed in a verticle rack. 
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Inediately an aluminum tube, identical to the feeder tube of a SunpakT M Sunair 
air distribution system, was inserted into the tube. Nitrogen from a compressed 
tank was flowed through the feeder tube for five minutes. The temperature of 
the nitrogen was measured before the test and after the five minutes. 
Test glass temperatures were varied from 625°F to 7000 F. Nitrogen tempera­
ture was 700F + 20F. Nitrogen flow rates of 120 CFH (Standard) and 360 CH 
(3 times standard-more shock) were used. 
3.2 Tube Scratching
 
In order to create a condition where the collector tubes are more likely -to
 
break under thermal shock, severe chatter checks were intoduced on the inside
 
surface as follows:
 
A No. 14 hardened sheet metal screw was fastened throuqh a flat steel 
strip so that the end of the screw extended through the strip. After sharpening 
the screw with a file, the tubes were scratched by running the tube over the 
screw at approximately 80% of the mid portion length of the tube. Six pairs of
 
scratches were produced axially, approximately equidistant.
 
3.3 Pressure Testing
 
Hydrostatic destructive pressure testing was performed on the tubes of 3.2
 
after thermal shock tests had been completed. A hand operated piston pump was 
used at a load rate of about 100 psi per second. 
4. Results
 
Table 1 summarizes the thermal shock test results. No breakage was en­
countered.
 
Pressure test of the five intentionally defected tubes, Nos. 4-8 gave an
 
average failure pressure of 270 psi with a range of 250 - 300 psi.
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Table 1. Thermal Shock Summary 
)Tube ( - Glass 
# - Temp. 
(OF) 
1 700 

2 700 

3 700 

1 700 

2 700 

3 700 

4 700 

5 660 

6 700 

7 625 

8 620 

4 700 

5 660 

6 700 

7 625 

8 620 

Notes
 
(1) 	 Tubes 1-3 

Tubes 4-8 

Nitrogen 
Temp. (OF) 
Initial Final 
68 208 

68 256 

71 230 

68 116 

71 117 

71 115 

71 243 

71 258 

69 247 

70 245 

69 263 

68 142 

70 151 

69 143 

69 155 

68 152 

standard tubes, 
defected tubes, 
Thermal Nitrogen
 
Shock AT Flow
 
(OF) (CFH)
 
632 120
 
632 120
 
619 120
 
632 360
 
629 360
 
629 360
 
629 120
 
589 120
 
631 120
 
555 120
 
551 120
 
632 360
 
590 360
 
631 360
 
556 360
 
552 360
 
no abuse 
see 3.2 
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4.3 Fire Safety.
 
4.3.1 	 Applicable Fire Standards.
 
Applicable'sections of NFPA 89M,*NFPA 90A and 90B, tIFPA
 
30, NFPA 31, NFGC 54-1, NFPA 25b, IJFPA 211 and ANSI/ASTM E-84 were 
reviewed for applicability to the Model SEC-601 collector. Inaddition,
 
"HUD Intermediate Minimum Property Standards Supplement --Solar Heat­
ing and Domestic Hot Water Systems, 1977 Edition" 4930.2 was reviewed
 
for applicability. -Areview of the drawings and specifications of­
the Model SEC-601 collector was also completed. Experimental tests
 
and evaluations were performed to evaluate qualitatively such factors
 
as potential heat, rate of'heat release, ease of ignition and smoke
 
generation. The outside surfaces of the collector subsystem consist
 
almost entirely of anmetallic or glass material. All elements of the
 
collector subsystem are mounted external to the roof (fire wall) of
 
the building enclosure. The collector subsystem does not reduce the
 
fire resistance rating of the roof assembly. A major or catastrophic
 
fire condition would have to be reached before the collector components
 
would reach ignition conditions. The heat transfer fluid isair and
 
therefore does not contribute to a fire hazard condition.
 
4.6 Protection of Potable Water andoCirculated Air.
 
4.6.4 	Growth of Fungi.
 
Silicone base and zytel nylon materials, K633 glass and
 
aluminum are the materials in contact with the air circulating inthe
 
Model SEC-601 collector. Attached Figure 4.6.4(a) and Figure 4.6.4(b)
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4.6.4 (cont.d)
 
are design handback data on silicone and zytel nylon materials. The
 
data indicates the resistance of the material to the growth of
 
bacteria, fungi and termites.
 
Review of items 4.3, 4.3.1t 4.6, 4.6.4 successfully completed.*
 
Robert F.Ronfaker 	 Kenneth L.Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer 	 P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
aridC. Miller, Ph.D. William C. Louje, V.P.
 
SH&G Certification Officer 	 P.E. (Mi. 11084)
 
SH&G Certification Officer
 
lfj"onn M., Caudle/Technical Manager
 
NASA Approval
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At temperatures in excess bf 150'F., however, certain 
specific lubricant additives may effect performance.
Test data on the behavior of "Zytel" exposed to 
these automotive fluids at elevated temperatures is 
essential to the success of the intended use. This 
matter is discussed in detail in an SAE Paper*. 
Another approach designed to measure the suit­
ability of "Zytel" in vatious environments involving 
exposure to automotive materials is discussed in a 
second portion of that same paper**. This describes 
how automotive parts were obtained and evaluated 
after extended in-use service. Copies of the SAE Paper 
can be obiained from your Engineering Plastics Sales 
office. 
" Gasolines. "Zytel" nylons are outstanding in their 
resistance to conventional automotive fuels. "Zytel" 
shows an average weight increase of 0.57 percent and 
an average dimensional change of +0.009 percent after 
270 days exposure at 73"F. (23*C.) to the following 
gasolines: Esso Regular. Esso Extra. Esso Golden 
Extra; Amoco High Test, Sunoco, Gulf Crest, Texaco, 
Mobile Premium. 
" 	Acids, Bases and Oxidizing Agents. "Zytel" nylons 
are very resistant to alkalies even at high concentra-
tions up to 40 percent. They are, however, rapidly 
attacked by strong mineral acids and/or oxidizing 
agents especially at high operating temperatures. Use 
in dilute solutions of acids or oxidizing agents tinder 
ambient conditions is often possible, but actual or 
simulated service tests should be conducted to ascer-
tain the suitability of "Zytel" for the particular
application. 
* Soaps and Detergents. Tests conducted at 180F. 
(82'C.) show that "Zytel" nylons have excellent 
resistance to standard detergent formulations such as 
"Tide", "Dreft", "Dash", "Oxydol", "Oakite", 
Calgon and Fels Naphtha soap. 
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE OF GLASS-
REINFORCED "ZYTEL" 
The chemical resistance of glass-reinforced "Zytel" 
nylons is frequently superior to that of unmodified 
nylons. For a detailed discussion, see Section II. 
TABLE OF CHEMICAL RESISTANCE 
lnfoinmation on the rcsistance of "Zytel" to specfic 
reagents is shown in Table 31. Ratings of excellent, 
satisfactory or unsatisfactory are based upon property 
retention for test bars exposed to the specified concen-
trations of the materials for the indicated time periods 
and temperatures. Chemical resistance information in 
Table 3] is based on appearance and on retention (if 
physical properties normally after drying to remove 
residual moisture and reagents. 
Du Pont also has accumulated a large bank of informa-
tion on chemical resistance of "Zytel" to materials not 
*"The Suitability of66 Nylon ResinsforMolded Parts Involving
Long-Terin Reostance to HeatGasohne and Salt", Society of 
Automotive rngincexs, Mid-Year Meeting, Detroit, Michigan,
May 18-22, 1970, Paper $700485. 
**"EtAuatng the Effect of Etended Service in Aulowolc5"on 
Parts Made of 66 Nylon and Acetal Ilomnopolymer", Society 
of -Sutoniotive Pngineers, Mid-Year Lccting, i)troit, Michi­
gan, \lay 18-22. 1970, Paper #700485. 
shown in this Table and for many conditions not listed. 
Consult your DO Pont Engineering Plastics Sales office 4/0/78(see back cover) if additional chemical resistance infor­
roation is needed. 
Bacteria And Fungi: Soil 
And Underground Conditions 
"Zytel" nylons have been found remarkably resistant to 
attack from bacteria, fungi and termites both in labora­
toiy-type controlled tests and in burial tests. 
Test specimens of "Zytel" 42 were buried at Landen­
berg, Pennsylvania for 3-1/2 years in termite-infested 
soil. Examination after burial showed no attack by 
termites nor any apparent deterioration- from fungi,
insects or other biological agencies. It was concluded 
that "Zytel" was neither attractive to termites nor 
readily utilized by fungi. Control specimens of pine
wood showed heavy infestation with termites. 
Two types of "Zytel" ("Zytel" 101 NC-10 and 211 
NC-IC) were tested microbiologically for their ability to 
support Salmonella typhosa growth, (food poisoning). 
The test pioved that these samples would not support 
the growth of this bacteria. 
Molded specimens of "Zytel" 101, 103, 105 and 63 
were tested for resistance to fungi representatives of the 
following groups: (I) chaetoinim globosum, (2) rhizo­
pus nigricans, (3) aspergilis flavus, (4) penicillium 
luieum,and (5) moniononiells echinata. 
Test bars exposed for 28 days to active environments 
with respect to fungi showed no visual evidence of 
attack after cleaning and no loss in physical pioperties. 
Also, no changes occurred in molecular weight. 
Irradiation
 
Among plastic materials, "Zytel" 101 is intermediate in 
its resistance to the heterogeneous radiation flux of an 
atomic pildet. Thus, "Zytel" 101 is more resistant than 
such materials as cellulose acetate and methyl methacry­
late polymer, but less resistant that polyvinyl chloride 
acetate. During radiation, test bars of "Zvtel" 101 
initially show increased tensile strength with some loss in 
toughness. With progressive radiation, brittleness 
develops.
Fuithenmore, "Zytel" 101 is relatively resistant to the 
effects of gamma radiationtt. Tests on nylon film (66 
nylon) made after exposure to 6 inegarads of gamma 
radiation indicate essentially no harm to the material. 
On the basis of the study, it was concluded that 66 
nylon could be considered as packaging of food subject 
to perservation by high energy radiation. 
"Tlhe United States Atomic Energy Commission ORNL-928,
Slinan. 0. and Bopp, C. D,June 29, 1951. 
t Kraqnansky, V. J,Ahhammer, it. G., and Parker, M.S., SPm 
Transactions, July 1961 -.l'fect of Gamma Radiation on 
Chemical Structure olPlastic%. 
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S Res. a 	 pioperly apphcd. silicone rubber compou", 
'.Oidd-a 6,a.eaf is e to rin	 d haves -inp,raftrll L iltare'o i nt:jm raht.'e - sealant; Such bond are tough and remain flexible at 
CX- utLV,-;,uttpe,, up to "iOFand cai be made to almost all' 
qt.tutnd 4 tat ens a eombisnatkn of twrrl. metal,. glas, ecramics, most rigid plastics, and, of 
ind radiatiitsisancc not available in any' corse, slit.ne lubber ilctf. 
* 	 tidwion 'tcshitrlc;i norlily definedl by dt 
:@~ ~~* o'rtain usable pl'ysicalgsicm.
' spot ' re to high tadiation dosage
"il~one xLt)bcr reflects sadsfacton, resistance 
t)aI4ens,"o TI~is radiaition rcskt- 4'-r)''­
~~e~ds~dat ~tthresin~ and is-cornparobkl;- $. 
t jbr to. lfro stomcs at room temper.iture.A-l'oidata, iistr far, indicates a distinct radiation 
Vice dvalt.-ge ot heo e rubber over both TFE the bond of slllcone self-bonding rubbers extoods the bfh 
itt~onlerji at evaiced tcmpcratutes. tensil, strength of +1,. rubber Itsel. Notice the ro, 
-,'-'" ,.'.S., yieldl.i before the bonds. 
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Tif-lieone rubber will remain 
,c D 300F. The maximum:ol I''hi & to 
sotl ot isgeocrally 3.0 or$16*lt9,*fjlipexaturcs, and 3.5 ,at 300F. 
l ~ - v' i~r load-deflection character-aI ,bi 
UUa Nw -. accelerations tip to 5G inW &Aotye l. Ici normal variations in input
effect on isolation efficiencv 
* o'jibar..ked reso nt frequency shift. 
_S F rates art apfroixnateiy equal in all dnections 
hrg. datmpd characteristics yield a tran,.­
ilmly curve 'that issmooth i., the high frequvnt. 
* It isAtlb,tOk' by spring surges or inlh fr-br"yuronk wh~ich might dage thc i.'uitct 
ient. 
e",Alaingcharaetifici increasc -at an exponenui*.l
'W- provide gerte .bottournt under shock con 
6, these 'mtntgs cushion "Iload gridually 
14--'tapable ofirj deflecrons irh a non-lincar 
",;~4itgrate. Repated test shock.s of 15G do not rc.lucc 
-!tiq eicienl, and the mounts will withstad 31M; 
"4p"tfseswiffhom 'jlurc 
to erbs' of ,p~tzetri Is this silicote nblr pad help 
ann galiters; piedittcto vihraion dofiecflos choracte.-
St *6l0m urtf te -66 to 300F. 
-TO 
L S ) .- ' t ' 
Sv 
?0A" 
.%and over a wide tempera-
jastic and dampening proper-
for use in vibration control 
simple constifction of 
_sdesigned mtlli 
,tinhqwy 
silicone rub­
jortg'term- reliability. rbr 
ila..resonant trcquenvy ot 
The otone resistanc, of silicone, rubber approaches 
.	 that of mica. Unhke fluoro-carbon mnterials,'such as 
Polvtetralluoroethylenc resins, which have good ozone­
reist:mcc, hut degrade rapidly when subjected to 
corona, 'dcone tubber a m has excellent corona re-
To 	deteimine the resistance of silicone rubber to 
high-voltage gradient%, samples of #20) AWG wire 
with a 3/64 inch wall of insulation hne-becn subjected
to a 10,000 volt potential for 100 hours at a r'tr­
perature of 500F. There were no signs of stress 
cracking or corona erosion at thu conclusion of this test 
Under the same conditions organic rubber insulations 
fail within a few minutes, even whet' the test is con­
at room temperature. 
Tc'ts also show that organic rubber is badly dam­
aged after being subjected to a tres, of 200 volts/rri 
for 30 ntinutes. Even after 12,000 hours silicone rub­
ber insulated wire is unaffected by a stress of '200 
voILs/md. 
'' ­
.... 	 ­
. "
 
Silicone .vbber is virtually uouffectod by c:on. 
R 
resit,.,
,ilicoiv rubber Nhe deteriorating effects of 
sunlight. olnc,and gams which cause weathering. In­hetently ,aler repellent, silicone rubber is not affected 
bs nuo't operating conditions. Very dry conditions 
and ht~k humidity gill not leach, dry out, or affect sili­
cone rxhbict in any way. at any temperature extreme 
found in natu'e.
.Mlu.n rubber alco has piod rcistance to deteriora­
tin: , it found i -an water- chloride, sulfate. 
nate:,r, hydrogen son, Surface water which may 
,have leeehcd minerals, acids, base,,, and salts from the 
soil noi rinl v has no detrimental effect on silicone rub­
be] Slitcne rubber will effectively resist the concen­
tr;;ions ot such inaetnJ, found in surface water. 
SLICONE RUBBER RESISTANCI- -
CHEMICALS COKUIA OYND'O.LL .---
A dt. 
....	 d
 
8a e Pho~pk,,cIC j 
, .C ahpur,,.Q
'aumChlorid 
ahu,, HydroxiH 
.d lu.'C a rb o natu2;1 
SP).4 Chlord ,a 
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K'OZOt RESISTANCE RADIATION RESfSTANCt 
t Silastic silicone rubber, wher Rad:4;.,n ,-,- lAi', ',flq" 'h 
Weeited for resistance to ozone, fjrof4; .;-', of hi.tiC rupuro, 
j, ltows excellent stabilhty After s n., 'i. .It-,e .iused b ';I'. 
.tthslatic and dynamic tesimi fo' "agigi A, to total rddiatr.., lo.,
;q#ariods of2. 4,-fi. and 8-houts, ,0 istcto4t'd hardness of !1i, rutrr, 
"'strmpiestadno significant change increoses. trength,onS"* ,i vy 
4f-tduromiftertMrr.e4tensile - increase at first. but later Se, relvs 
t:fre~no~hfor eroInga ',U0,der a sharply: etorgaton decrease-
S, 19.42,rac r These direct effects of raaca:n.'l 
- .	 are proportional to the total amau-it 
aestoai 0tifed ures of of radiation level--as long a the 

UA$TM O 618 erd ASTMD 1149 with radiation lviis low or molei at,; 

-60,wle modIficati ansto ratch the However with high radiatir.. leve's. 

mfetalarid;ng properties of silaslic the heat,.rgefects cause 

dL tormisv. As specife- in additionei change 

O wert.0Tt 8,p 	 shows the rarjaig(,.dtte 
'-ve'* 6dotoparbaftfti~owlein that is required to ir-duc, th 
&dyao t fo'Z.otd elongation of t-vo I ,rnfle, -I 
VqcvO04I,,4rnsi, t25 pe4"'t.t.ftt a cycle of Silastic rubber Io a.;ibsolai "" 
level of 50 pernit. Data i.. hiqio,
tiwntn~t radk'tion exposuree to LwithTisfor 
the rubbi fre affected cobalt-JO source at room 
". o.'wpuld'M20u4 n the rapid t
,boi fdteaq~y the apid tomperatbe au at 200 C ihe level 
t gl" o 	 ak~y. ~eelpngA of 50 pf,-ce nt elongation j,.. 
£1; . ~ use d as the-test e,,npoint; 	 ~~~~arostr rilyciofc5? peien'elongiang 

because, for many applica'iof, 

ijov'st modifiiataclhi,oncern this is the rnimum amount 'it 

. 't41.td ASTWfJAO,1I Part C rubbeiiness t1.1 all adastomer
t.lnerrodedlute, specifies a have arid still be usuful Of course. 
o of oc static seals~and smilar product.
"p4rA6O Million parts of air Arid for might remain serviceable at maci 
; iM.sicorne;uber this wa. lower leve:s of elongation 
y~9t~a410a-concerntration of 
~ of ~ne.an CFIGURAE 15. Radiation required to ruduci,$ata Iemprfti of 32( C otgalfkr, of two Sempis Of smiseil sili"Conede f tubber to an absolute value of 50 percen;tor, #i 	 bs With 
ftetnc 0 thi"tr'ackng
$i0Yi~tC IfntfCLpiy for eIa
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FUNGUS RESISrANCE 
VI,'utocr .' u~sed ,rt any warm. 
w:ronnvf nt, ius propert.es 
mtu=s' tsasia:ta(,W by rucrid-or 
lirgu, Silath~, rubber isW r s 
ht .ahttftig,ccdat it is not a 
nirwn or ftung nor is it adversely" 
;tlected by fungus or mold. 
With s puceduros described in 
005','2B (US/iF), several classes 
of Mjiaty Specification 
MIL-E-silcone rubber were exposed 
to chaeton'urm. globum, 
asp(urqfilus 1u el. aspergillus 
nuri,.', pnii,,llium lutem, and ­
lusarm moniliforne None of thest. 
mirro-org.anisms deteriorated the 
speciMens 
In anotib,r test, Silasti. rubber 
samples wire buried in 5 inches of 
warm (28 M moist soil for 6.weeks 
fio, evidence ot mirrobial 
attqcl 
in a thro 'est samples were
I nr SmlsWr 
"paydwhamiesoriprayed with a mixed spore
suspens , a of fungi and thenptaced ins tropical test chamber 
7 1-00 percent relative 
liiarn'ditv. Nine was attacked 
y 
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- "-, . - -• fur T~' of 
fadOum 
MCI 
VM 
VMO 
VMQ 
-
MO 
MC 
VMQ 
PVMQ 
FVMQ 
MO 
VMQ 
PVM 
Ma 
.- VMQ 
PVMO 
- - R%%%- ?- VMQ 
.7, MO'-
VMQ 
.- e .' FVMQ-'• ---' -X ;, 
e _VMQ 
FVMO 
r 4d-." )..n,.r MID 
i~~PVMO 
FVMQ 
, A6 FVMQ 
• "- '"'A :.; '-
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PVMQ 
_--_ FVMO-Aczl /-_" PMQ ­
- U. 
- -> PVM 
, FVMQ 
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* " 
.16 
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-
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's 1 2 C psin1-1 
1 d-y/5O_.psi ..... 
Smday/50ps1,2 
_days.50 psi 
7 days/50 psi 
1 day/65 psi 
days/65 pi 
1 ta)LSa psi 
3 ,lays/80 psi 
.7 da//80p ­
hr/100 psi 

1 day/l(0 psi 

ayI.!100 psi ­
7 days/lO0 psi 
7 days/2 4C (75F) 
7 days/24C (76F) 
2 days/24C (75F) 
1 day/lOOC (212F; 
7 days/24, JSF) 
I.days/24C(75F) 
3 dayslf5S (150F) 
?'days/24C (75F) 
days '270 (8OF)S 
7 days/240 (75F) 
-I,,rr,,~;1, 
D'M 
. -_._ 
-
--10 
--.10 
10 
-10 

- 10 

-10 

-10 
-5 
-
5 
10 
lt; 
- . 
- 20 
-- I0 
-20 
--5 
5 
.
 
--30 
-15 
nl 
ij 
IS 
nil 
ni_-. 
nil 
l 
;r,,-::h t ,'y,-t-ct* 
0., ( ".r orit 
q--
-1. 4,4 
t - . 
::2 -15I. 
.2b . . -I - . 
3--0-2 -50 
=-40 -25 
--65 -30-­
-30 -30 
-65 - SO _ 
-40 0-10 
-60 -40 
-75 -45 
30 i-25 
--40 -1O 
--40 -15 
-25 +5 
-20 +1b 
-60 -?0 
7f -55 
--t -5 
-30 -25 
-85 -85 
-75. -76 
. 
...... 
. 
-
- ... 
ril . 
-25 
-20 
--15
-10 
-0' 
pc-or 
btittle 
15 -30deteatarated 
10 -5 

Vcdu:n, 
petcp-4 
Is
-5 
' 
. .+ 
-'5 
5 
65 
5 
+5 
+10 
+5 
nil 
-+5 
nil
nit 
nil 
.- O 
45 
ni 
f-5 
Flit 
5. 
nil 
+5 
- i-20 
100 
+10 
nil 
l 
mil 
nil 
0 
- 10 
10 
nilfil 
,- V-(vinyl gOpU) P-(phenylgroups) *' F-(tuorne-colRtaining qoarlps) 
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ASTM -'"°-
Designation 
fS rsrp ,. kinngation Vo'nr-e
~.~.
... SiLASTIC IrnmoI:,on Chanq. (.'aqo Change Charge.!mflubber Con0son pr.w~ bwtri PatJSrnt 
-"(r ~ =VMO 3 days/24C 17,F ,5 ,- -I0 ,5 
idMOID* days/24t-(75F! 
--- proor94~l~eftaeh VMO 5 
.SFVMO 
-rittle 
-" Vj[A FMO, n,,l 40 -5 -30
)A, 
,4 $MaM 
- 7 days/24C (7SF) unaffected 
.,. P,.. unaffectedM  

" 
:-,• 7days/100C (212F.k.4A M unaffected 
.... _.___",PMQ 
____unaffected 
MQ 7 days/24C (75F) unaffectedPMQ 
 :Inaffected 
MO 

,"" PMQI'_ 

410- 7 days/100C (212F1 dissolved 
dissolved 
M " 7days/100C (212F) unaffected2J$ - PMQ unaffected 
S' "dy/8310 
-. i -P0 
-5 
' A 7 days;'3C (180F) nil -25 -15 -10
PVMQ 2 hr/93C (200F) nl 20 : -5 ni 
,' FVMQ3 da . 24C (75F nil ­
' FVMQ 3 
-5 -8 nil 
_ 3 days/65C (150F) +5 35 -15 'nilQ- V,,I'. Ma 7 oaysi4C (75F decomposed 
VMQ' decomposedFVMQ d.ecomposed"

-,_._._PVMQ 
 decomposed 
. ...Qr MO 7 days/24C (75Fl -S ,.. nil 
' VMQ nil - . ... nilPMQ wnaffected 
s,. trPIMQ rill. +5 
. - FyMO. 
-5 
-45 -5 +5 
,MQ 1 day/!49C (300F) i-5 i - -10 --5 
VM 1lday/1490 (30OF) nil -25 -10 * -5 
-. 
MO 1day/149C (3OOF) -10 --70 nil -35 
-4d VMQ I day/149C (30OF) deteriol-0ted 
r VMQ -1 day/149C (3OF) +5 - 2 -15 -5 
MO 
- 7 deys/8MC (18OF1 nil ... +5-
PMQO 
.5 nil 
VMQ - I day/149C (30OF; 20 -4j -10 -10 
S ." E t-;__VMQ 

-5 ..... nir"!HydrMO 7 days/240 (17F) 5 " nilPMQ ni 
PVMQ -.5 . ... nil 
"VMO 
.A 5 --10il 
MMO7 daysf/83C (ISOF) -5 
. nil 
PMQ 
. 
... -10 
, M ( m . 'PS nly) * V-(VIyl P-(phenylgroups,) f -(fluorle-coltimling grOupS)pso oups) 
__I,-4 .1­
1O00
 
9 'or Ta" of 	 U ,:'ine-S , Eton o .typ V,,,,rn, 
, - , SILASTIC Qtdij,. CF flQ& Charc, Cnaroe 
,Hm" Rulbber (jOndfift' t,Is cfr pe:.cact percentopnt 
s.' 	 'Jays, 24C&(7SF) 
,. =. A Mu 7 dgyshloC (212F 1 --go 46 
* t..5 MO 7 days/2 4c(tS) Io . .. . +10 
"MO ., 7 dAs/149C (30 R -5 . . nil 
, 
- I day/200C (392Fj n:l - .l nfl 
-da 200C (392F n -. X., nil 
•.t -, . lwVMo . -, 1 -day/200C (39WF) . nil . ... nl . 
M'O "5I" -" , i da 2OOd(392Fl r2- fil 
Q ..5 . .dyb/2 ni_. .,(392F) nil 
'- ays,7000 (392F) -2 ... -, - +7 
7"M- 7 daos/200C (302F; ... . +2 
VMQ , '" nil ,i" nil 
.'S" FVMQ -' 
1 0VMQ -, 'I .lys/24C (75F) -5 
.A 1M. 
11,_ 
')4 4
" 
..- :, 
V. 
VMQW " 
I days12C,(2 50rl 
_7 days/240 (7F) 
i5 
-10 
_ _nft _ _ 
.... 
. .. 
__+5 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
45­
+5" 
na__ _ 
-M a 7dvs2, (/FP -20 .	 +160 
•"''. :VMO ,4' 7 days/24C (75F) --5 	 . -0 
,,-- PMO . 7 days/'4( (l7oF ,• , 	 -. - +6.. 
7g,' V,."4 .T - .. 
-,VM dehtM­7C/0C ,302P) 
', "",,' PVMO" ,, deteriou' [. ' ,.sF.V d"t~ioee 
...PY .. Q ,,,- (7F, - 'o< . -.. , * n-¢,. t,..II hr/24GC~ 

,"VI.(212F -0-42 -. '
 
-',: M :- , ' 7days24(76F)"i n;I .. .,+5:':' i4 	 ,... 
/ S ) il -.. 	 A'U+ 
.,iO "-?. 7dayr,124C(7F +512" 
SvmPt t? ay/14C( 21OF) 'nit - - nilFVMQ . nil n'il " 
":; PVMQVMO 2 ciays/1951C (30OF') nil !I 
,.,, .	 vmQ .. 3 CIAys/19 (9F , .. nil, 
PVMQ + " ... .. , , 
C - , VMQ 1 day/250(77F) ..	 ... - +.. 
1 Wo y 5, _ ;C .5F ...( ' : =_ __ _______.___...	 .­
flbne "r.~ FMI day/2e4C (75F) - j10j-.±25
i ., , .1'5',...:, .... ..... 	 . 43 
t~~~dftS>-~ 	 (12F i 10_-- - +0.,a 	 -tSdays/40 
? , -20 ... +,00" 
.v-(vlny-Itp) P (phenyrouM;) * F "' "lt01 
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4.7. Excessive Surface Temperature-. 
4.7.1. Protection from heated components. 
The Model SEC-601 collector was set up for thermal cycling 
tests. The air flow set up isshown schematically inFigure 4.7.1.(a).
 
The collector was instrumented with temperature sensors as indicated
 
inFigure 4.7.1.b)-, The collector air flow path was into the exit air
 
ductf, through the manifold and tube elements and out through the inlet
 
duct. The reverse air flow path simulates actual operating conditions
 
where a positive temperature gain would be experienced from inlet to
 
outlet.
 
A portion of a strip chart recorder indicating the sensed
 
temperatures iscontained inFigure 4.7.1.(c). A dual element electric
 
heater was used to minimize the rate of change of the heated air flow­
ing into the collector. Element 1 was activated at'cycle time, to, the,
 
second after one hour into the cycle. Both elements were shut off
 
after two hours into the cycle allowing ambient air to cool down the
 
collector. The total cycle time was three hours. Itwill be noted in
 
Figure 4.7.1.(c) that all temperatures were approaching steady state
 
conditions and,- in fact, extending the cycle time did not result in an
 
appreciable change inthe sensed temperatures.
 
Itwill be noted inFigure 4.7.1(c) that no exposed surface
 
temperature exceeded 100F at an inlet air flow temperature of 3250 F.
 
Couple No. 9 senses the temperature at the interface between the glass
 
cover tube and the silicone rubber seal. This surface isnot exposed

during normal operating conditions. In addition, several of the person­
nel explored the collector surfaces by touch; no surface could be
 
detected which was uncomfortable to the touch.
 
Review of Items 4.7. and 4.7.1. successfully completed.
 
Robert t.Romfker Kenneth L.Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)

0.1. Approval
 
.Day d-C fIiTer, PF.D. V1111iaml V. Louie, V. P. . 
SH&G Iertification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
SH&G Certification Officer
 
echnical Manag

NASA Approval1
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5.1 Effects of External Environment.
 
5.1.1 The capability of.the lodel SEC-601 collector cover mate­
rial and wavelength selective coating to meet the solar degradation
 
criterion have been evaluated by a combination of jndoor accelerated
 
life testing and long term outdoor exposure tests. The indoor accel­
erated life testing emphasized the evaluation of the long term stabil­
ity of the.wavelength selective coating and the vacuum. The tests
 
and data have been reported under Section 4.2.1, previously submitted.
 
The results of seventeen (17) months of outdoor exposure of the ERDA
 
collector array are presented in Section 5.3. A review of this section
 
verifies the capability of the collector components to withstand
 
extended outdoor exposure without degradation which would adversely
 
affect the capability of any component of the collector to perform its
 
intended function.
 
As further evidence of the long term capability of the collector
 
components to withstand outdoor exposure under stagnation conditions,
 
collector components were subjected to outdoor exposure at the Desert
 
Sunshine Exposure Tests, Inc. facility starting in August, 1976.
 
Figure 5.1.1(a), sheet 1, contdins a record of the stagnation tempera­
ture reached by a standard production liquid collector tube element
 
in August, 1976. Figure 5.1.1(a), sheet 2, indicates the stagnation
 
temperature reached as a function of solar time on June 24, 1978. An
 
indication of the level of'solar radiation isalso given for each test
 
day. Because of instrumentation difficulties, the solar radiation
 
listed is not that existing inthe tilt plane of the test rack. The
 
test rack tilt angle was changed monthly to correspond roughly to the
 
plane in which the solar radiation
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5.1.1 (cont.d)
 
would be normal to the test rack during the month. A review of the data
 
indicates no significant change in the stagnation temperature reached
 
and therefore that no degradation to the wavelength selective coating
 
or vacuum has occurred after essentially two years of continuous outdoor
 
exposure to the maximum solar radiation condition with no cooling fluid
 
flow through the collector element. The test requirements of Section 03
 
were exceeded by a factor of four with no evidence of deterioration in
 
performance or change in characteristics of the wavelength selective
 
coating. The production process for applying the wavelength selective
 
coating, evacuation, tip off and getter material and flashing are
 
identical for the liquid and air SUNPAKTM collector tube elements,
 
Therefore, the Model SEC-601 collector tube elements meet the criterion
 
of this section by similarity. An extended outdoor exposure test has
 
been initiated for the Model SEC-601 components. The first record of
 
the stagnation temperature of each of the tubes is contained in Figure
 
5.1.1(b).
 
5.1.3 Airborne pollutants.
 
The capability of the components of the Model SEC-601 components to
 
withstand exposure to airborne pollutants has been evaluated by simi­
larity to the liquid SUNPAKTM collector materials and moderate exposure
 
testing of the Model SEC-601 components at Desert Sunshine Exposure Tests,
 
Inc. figure 5.3.1(a) contains a listing of the liquid SUJIPAKTM com­
ponents with outdoor exposure test results from August 10, 1976 to
 
June 27, 1978. Figure 5.1.3(b) contains a definition of the ranking
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applied to the Rhysical inspeGtion of the components,- The-rack-on
 
which the components are mounted is south facing. .Its tilt angle is
 
adjusted once a month in order to cause the solar radiation to be
 
essentially normal to the rack during the month's test period.
 
Figure 5.1.3(c) contains the physical inspection ranking for the
 
liquid SUNPAKTM components for June 27, 1978. Figure 5.1.3(d) contains
 
the initial report for the Model SEC-601 collector components. The
 
tube retainer component (panel item No. 3)of the Model SEC-601 col­
lector uses the same material as the liquid SUNPAKTM component panel
 
item No. 6 except that the polycarbonate source was changed from G.E.
 
to Mobay. All other components of the liquid SUNPAKTM collector module
 
demonstrate long term resistance to the attack of airborne pollutants
 
under conditions of adverse severity to an extent that no significant
 
-impaiment 
 to the intended performance of the components during their
 
design life would be expected.
 
The components of the Model SEC-601 collector are considered to •
 
meet the criterion of Section 5.1.3 by similarity. Further, a design
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review of the Model SEC-,60 col.lector indicates that the only non­
metallic parts subject to direct exposure to solar radiation are PN­
SK-5103 (IIS-lOz2) and PI'N-SI-5067 (t1S-i021). 
Review of items 5.1, 
5.1.1, 5.1.3 successfully completed.
 
Robert F. Romaker 
 Kenneth L. Moan
 0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
DavId C. Miller, Ph.D. 4illiam C. Louie, Vit 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084)
 
SH&G Certification Officer
 
o n M. Caudle/ Technical Manager

/ NASA Approval
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DSET No. 16605S August 10, 1976
 
OWENS-ILLINOIS
 
Stagnation Temperatures - 450 South
 
-cTube Temperatures (0C) /YS#LA 
Solar Ambient (37m1/p.2hrJ 
Time #9 (or) #10 #11 #12 Temperature 
1040 211.8 216.3 220.9 213.0 35.6 9/ Z1 
1100 251.8 261.2 258.3 257.1 36.1 97 £91 
1130 280.1 296.5 283.1 295.7 36.7 98 Zo 
1200 289.7 ssa 305.3 290.0 312.1 36.9 98 X94 
1230 293.5 %o 305.0 291.6 317.5 37.1 'q -89 
1300 296.7 j,t 303.6 292.0 318.4 36.9 IS LV1 
1330 297.8 fS 299.0 288.8 317.5 37.5 too a7o 
1400 297.8 %41 295.2 286.0 312.3 37.3 99 -ya 
1430 296.7 5& 292.3 282.1 305.0 37.7 /00 9u. 
1500 293.7 5C1 288.1 276.5 296.6 39.4 /03 199 
1530 286.8 St18 283.5 272.2 286.0 39.1 /2.o2 1 
1600 277.8 &3? 276.1 266.4 271.1 38.5 // 131 
1630 265.0 Sb9 255.6 246.1 261.8 37.7 /00 
1700 249.9 J8, 219.3 213.4 235.5 37.3 
1730 222.5 M" 178.9 173.5 194.6 37.2 
1800 175.2 "I47 143.6 138.8 253.1 36.5 19 
1830 140.6 118.7 113.8 125.4 35.4 6 
1900 114.0 W? 99.3 93.6 102.6 34.5 9q 
1930" 94.7 20P 84.8 79.2 86.6 33.7 93 
2000 81.2 L9 74.2 68.7 75.3 33.1 92­
2030 71.1 /(, - 66.3 61.2 67.0 32.4 qo 
2100 63.6 l3' 60.2 55.6 60.6 31.8
 
2130 57.8 1st 55.3 51.0 56.1 30.4 97,
 
2200 52.9 1.7 51.0 47.2 52.3 29.4 C •
 
2230 48.9 g1 47.3 43.9 48.8 28.5 83
 
2300 45.6 "J9 44.4 41.3 45.8 28.4 83
 
2330 42.8 lo9 41.9 39.0 43.3 28.1 &3
 
0000 40.4 39.8 37.1 41.2 27.7 S-

August 11, 1976
 
-0030 38.4 101 38.1 35.5 39.5 27.8 St 
0100 36.7 96 36.5 34.1 38.0 27.9 92
 
0130 35.2 7( 35.1 32.9 36.7 27.1 OfI
 
0200 33.8 93 33.8 31.7 35.4 26.5 8 D
 
0230 32.6 6,/ 32.6 30.7 34.2 25.9 79
 
0300 31,5 89 31.6 29.8 33.1 25.4 78
 
0330 30.4 30.5 28.9 32.1 25.3
 
0400 29.4 i 29.6 27.9 31.1 25.1 77 
0430 28.7 28.8 27.4 30.4 25.2 77
 
0500 27.9 g 28.0 26.6 29.5 24.8 '77
 
0530 28.5 85 28.6 27.4 30.1 25,5 78
 
0600 33.8 33.7 33.2 35.8 26.1 79
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DLSERT SUNSHINE EXPOSURE TESTS, INC. 
WATER TUBE STAGNATION 
OWENS-ILLINOIS 
Solar -" 
Solar-Tin 
Ch.#32 
Tube 9 
OF ch. #33 
Tube 10 
OF Ch. #34 
Tube 11 
0CFh #35 
Tube 12 
o 
F0F(BUT/ft 
Ambient Insolation * 
2 
.br) 
JUNE 24, 1978 
0800 460.0 387.7 306.5 525.8 97.7 161.5 
0830 494.0 409.1 322.5 569.7 99.8 190.2 
0900 514.5 426.3 334.7 598.3 102.5 214.6 
0930 529.6 439.6 341.7 616,.6 104.3 238.9 
1000 541.1 447.9 347.1 627.0 106.3 263.2 
1030 549.1 454.5 353.3 637.4 106.0 280.9 
1100 556.3 460.9 357.4 643.0 106.0 294.2 
1130 561.7 465.1 358.6 645.4 107.6 303.1 
1200 564.6 466.4 358.0 645.6 109.3 307.5 
1230 566.9 467.5 358.9 645.5 107.7 305.3 
1300 568.8 467.8 357.6 644.9 109.7 296.4 
1330 569.4 465.3 354.0 642.6 108.9 287.6 
1400 568.1 460.1 347.9 637.7 109.7 272.1 
1430. 564.9 455.1 343.0 629.2 108.8 250.0 
1500 559.9 488.3 334.2 618.8 108.8 225.6 
1530 552.5 439.3 324.1 606.1 110.1 199.1 
1600 543.1 429.5 315.9 589.3 108.7 170.3 
1630 507.6 402.4 294.4 559.2 108.0 139.4 
1700 404.8 292.1 199.5 470.7 107.0 108;4 
1730 391.1 273.2 201.1 450.8 106.2 75.2 
1800 402.6 269.6 205.9 444.2 103.7 46.5 
1830 380.5 237.2 176.6 406.8 103.0 22.1 
1900 322.7 196.6 143.6 351.9 101.1 -0­
1930 270.6 164.2 120.8 301.8 99.3 -0­
2000 232.5 141.7 108.3 262.2 99.4 -0­
2030 204.1 126.9 102.0 231.5 97.2 -0­
2100 182.2 116.7 97.9 207.1 96.9 -0­
2130 164.5 108.8 94.9 187.1 95.3 -0­
2200 151.3 103.8 93.1 171.5 93.2 -0­
2230 139.5 98.8 90.1 158.3 90.1 -0­
2300 129.7 94.2 86.8 146.9 88.7 -0­
2330 121.8 91.0 85.0 137.2 88.4 -0-
FIC voc dz.Ta) 
• 00 Horizontal 
DESEl lUNSHINE EXPOSURE TESTS, INC. AIR TUBE STAGNATION
 
OWENS-ILLINOIS
 
. ............................... ........... ---------------- ­............................... .........--. ........ . ... ---  0-

True 

Solar Time 

July 4, 1978
 
8:29:01 

9:00:07 

9:28:37 

10:00:00 

10:30:00 

10:59:52 

11:30:00 

12:00:00 

12:30:00 

13:03:54 

13:28:57 

14:00:34 

14:35:33 

14:59:15 

15:30:34 

16:02:42 

16:28:00 

17:00:00 

17:30:00 

18:00:00 

18:30:00 

19:00:00 

19:30:00 

20:00:00 

20:30:00 

21:00:00 

21:30:00 

22:00:00 

22:30:00 

23:00:00 

.23:30:00 

Ch. 24 0°F 

Tube #1 

469.8 

504.5 

524.3 

538.2 

544.5 

548.6 

555.6 

557.9 

558.8 

556.1 

557.1 

559.7 

550.4 

547.2 

540.4 

526.9 

508.8 

411.2 

372.2 

'379.5 

376.4 

340.4 

286.9 

246.5 

215.6 

191.4 

171.7 

155.6 

142.1 

131.0 

121;6 

Ch. 25 0F 

Tube #3 

460.3 

495.2 

515.7 

530.9 

538.8 

545.7 

553.8 

555.8 

558.7 

556.2 

556.8 

559.4 

548.5 

546.4 

539.9 

526.8 

517.6 

458.3 

408.9 

403.2 

383.4 

330.9 

277.9 

238.3 

208.0 

184.3 

165.1 

149.6 

136.6 

125.8 

117.0 

Ch. 21 
Ambient.Air 0 F. 
88.8
 
91.1
 
93.3
 
94.0
 
94.2
 
94.8
 
98.0
 
97.6
 
98.8
 
96.9
 
98.9
 
98.7
 
99.4
 
100.4
 
4i00.0
 
98.4
 
100.4
 
98.3
 
98.9
 
97.1
 
94.9
 
92.2
 
90.3
 
88.1
 
85.9
 
82.9
 
81.2
 
78.8
 
77.7
 
77.3
 
75.3
 
- 0 - - ... . , - 0 - ­
-- , i, ..- ,, .. . _-_ 
4 %H7_ I" _- _"_ - -" . . ". . "" ,"-, T -.­_ _"_ ­
.a$-wn;" .tfltVPfi/ 
0161'k It 
COMPANY OWENS-ILLINOIS 
P.O., M98-4442 dtd 7/19/76 PO 99-15423 
OUR ORDER 16605S 
INSPECTION REPORT 
PANEL 
NUMBER REMARKS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
" 
8 
9 
10 
1i 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ii 
12 V 
'AR 
10i10 
10 
1 0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
I_______________ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
10 10 
101 0 
10 10 
101 0 
10 10 
10 10 
i0lO 
10 10 
10 10 
10 10 
10 10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
, 
.I 
Manifold with mounting bracket 
Foam end cap _ 
Joint covers 
End bracket sections 
Support straps 
Original tube sunport cup, insert 
soft ring 
Heavier support; cun; insert, positive 
restraint boltJ Heavry support cup, insert, stiff spring 
Tube, standard prod/flashed getter 
Tube, std. nrod/old bake-out 
Tube, std. prod/new bake-out 
Tube. Airco coatinc/flashedea.ete-r . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
19 
20 
21 
'" , , , 
22 
23 
, 
i __ 
_ 
GENERAL REMARKS TYPE EXPOSURE 
EXPOSURE DATE: 
INSPECTED BY: 
450 south direct 
From: _8/10/76 
Bill Dokos 
To: 
Date: 
8_/31/ 
8/31l/76 
...... .... ... .. . 
_._.. ---- - -,-i.r . 
-....... :-- : ..- ' .. ... -- . . .. .. ... " ..
 . "-- ­
NUMBER AND DESCRIPTIVE RATINGS FOR WEATHERING TESTS p
 
FSPT 

Number Appearance 

10 as received 

9 

8 good 

7 

6 

5 intermediate 

4 

3 

2 poor 

1 

0 poorest degree 

conceivable
 
Failure 

(check, chalk, etc.) 

absent 

slight failure 

inteimediate 

bad failure 

complete failure
 
Appearance 

as received 

excellent 

good 

good to fair 

fair 

fair to poor 

poor 

poor to very poor 

very poor 

extremely poor 

Other
 
Failure
 
(check, chalk, etc.)
 
none
 
very slight
 
slight
 
slight to considerable
 
considerable (marked)

considerabie to severe
 
(marked to very mar led)
 
severe (very marked)
 
severe to very severe
 
almost complete
 
complete
 
Numerical readings of gloss will be made with the Gardner "Multiangle" Glossmeter.
 
Please specify:
 
(1) Angle'
 
(1) Area of panel to be cleaned
 
0 ) Manner in which panel is to be cleaned
 
DESERT SUNSHINE EXPOSURE TESTS, INC. - Phoenix, Arizona 
___ 
__ 
DESERT SUNSI ) EXPOSURE TESTS, INC. 
BOX 185
 
BLACK CANYON STAGE
 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85020
 
COMPANY Owens Illinois 
PO 99-15423
INSPECTION REPORT YOUR REP. Ref. M98-4442 

DSET ORDER NO. 16605$ Page 1 of 1 
S, 0
 
PANlEL C 
 '.s REMARKSNUMBER 71 /0 p o 
_ __1_iI 1 1101 Ivtji 1_lO_ 
I I2 F Jo  '8 10 10: 
I 
18 --- Adhesive retaining dirt
3 __'3i0 11i0- 10 11i0 Rust developing along edges515 i08 110 10 110 I Rust developing at ends
j. 5110 10lO 101 iI101 0 10_1 10 10i 1 71 8 17 9 Top cap has portion tuat has me± ea andN A 1."-01i0 0° -- I ' :_e___, ___! ____, _II a hole. ------ __8 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 ° II
o- l0 10 i , NA , 10 1lO 1l0 , :-­
-
-
_-[. 
12- 11 1-I--I.0 -i'.--N 10 1-+-IUu -rn-.---i-___ ___- I ____-_ ____ . ----
c ­
- i --. r ~ I ------ ...-- i-i-12 II0I N --
- ' *. . 
_-_ 
I 
161___C. a­
_ __ , _-._'_ ___ -- __.
.. .
__! _ .. , . 
-- -- - "_______ 
L i i-_-- - -_---II ... I.. -W ', -- I .~--~------
_~_ __ _ 
_ I .. I _._ _ ___-__- ____ __ __ __ - 2o ___ ___-i-_-I .. 
LW-ILi . "W '__ . 
___ 
_ _ 
_
-,_ _ _ _ 
- i - ' -,-
_ 
1il _I--- .. . - _u--'-.4 - . "zzi 
-i_ 
GENERAL REMARKS ,Stagnation rack is readjusted once a month TYPE EXPOSURE 140 South direct - stagnation 
-To b/LIlb
so the collector is normal incidence to the sun. EXPOSURE' DATE: From 8/10"/lb 
________________________________________________ 
INSPECTED BY Herb Alber t Date' 6/27/78 
2/c £ASCt 
DESERT SUNSHINE POSURE TESTS, INC. 
,. 
BOX 1B5BLACK CANYON STAGEPHOENIX, ARIZONA 85020 
COMPANY Owens Illinois 
INSPECTION REPORT YOUR REF. Ref. 
DSET ORDER NO. 
99-2952 
19174SA 
P098-11 
Page 1 of 1 
PANEL 0 
NUMBER REMARKS 
1_ _1 10 i0 10 10 10i "0" Ring MS 1024 
21 2 10 10 10 10 10 - Seal Retainer MS 1021 
3 3 10 10 101 10 l0. - Retainer -tube MS 1022 
4 10 10 10 10 10 i cushion MS 1013 
56 10 01  10 '01i10 10510 I 
- I Support -outboard Insulation 
­ bottom MS 1027 
7 7 0 10-_10 Spacer Cup MS 1020 
q 
12 
8-10 
9 
10 --
0 
10--0i 
10 
10 
1 
0 
.0 
1 10 
1010ls10r I i0 
ii 
i 
i 
1j Retainer Cup 3/32" Alum.."Pop" Rivet 
IRed Silicone adhesive 
.17-s I __ - II_ ____ _ 
19 
20 1-
I I_' ! 
22j -
25 1 _ 
GENERAL REMARKS Stagnation rack is readjusted once a month 

so the collector is normal incidence to the sun. 

TYPE EXPOSURE Initial Inspection prior to Mounting 
EXPOSURE DATE: rom 5/19/18 To 5//Ib , 
BY Herb Albert Date V5/19/8INSPECTED 
5.1.4 Dirt Retention on Cover Plate Surface.
 
All tubes used inthe ERDA air collector were rated by sun
 
testing on November 1, 1976. The procedure used was the placement of
 
sets of twenty two C22) tubes in a rack tilted at 450 from the horizontal.
 
A white backing screen was provided consisting of outdoor marine ply­
wood painted with flat white Dutch Boy paint. The rack was period­
ically relocated to face the sun. The test period was determined by
 
the indicated temperatures reaching steady state. The tubes were re­
tested on July 14, 1977 and again on March 28, 1978. A sample of the
 
test data is in Figure 5.1.4(a). The tubes were washed only by the
 
natural conditions of rain or melting snow over the seventeen (17)
 
month test period. There isno significant deterioration in thermal'
 
performance due to dirt retention on the cover tube surface.
 
5.1.5 Abrasive Wear.
 
KG-33 borosilicate glass has the highest rating for-the
 
lasting quality of its surface of the'commonly available glass composi­
tions as indicated by the data of Figure 5.1.5(a).
 
5.1.6 Fluttering By Wind.
 
The only component of the Model SEC-601 collector subject
 
to flutter induced vibration due to-wind action is the collector tube
 
element. Such vibrations are caused by vortices leaving the down stream
 
side of the tube; this phenomena isknown as Von Karman vortex sheets.
 
Figure 5.1.6Ca) contains a discussion and a graph bearing on the sub­
ject. The information istaken from "Boundry Layer Theory," by Herman
 
Schlichtrig, translated by Dr. J. Keston, Fourth Edition, McGraw Hill.
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Figure 5.1.6(b) is derived by using the graph of Figure 5.1.6(a) 
and calculating Reynolds' Numbers for wind velocities from 0 to 120 MPH, 
with D = 53mm C.1739 Ft.) and Y = .180 X 10-3 Ft.2/Sec. The cross hatch 
area near the origin in Figure 5.1.6(b) shows the wind speed range in
 
which regular vortex sheets are formed. Above this small wind speed regioi
 
the wake is turbulent and regular vortex sheets are not formed; that is,
 
no real flutter frequency is established. Also shown in Figure 5.1.6(b)
 
is the location of the two resonant frequencies of the absorber tube
 
A . measured by a scan of 0 to 300 Hz. on a vibration shake table. These 
are both far removed from the frequency range where the vortex sheets 
occur. The conclusion from this data is that wind induced flutter fre­
quencies will not excite the resonant frequencies of the collector tube 
elements. 
Review of items 5.1.4, 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 successfully completed.
 
Kenneth L. Moan
 Rt nmaRe 

0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
/ 
uava U. M.nl er, vn.D. William C. Louie, V.P. 
SI&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi.O11084) 
SH&G Certification Officer 
S Technical Manager
 
NASA Approval 
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Chemical Durability
 
Chemical Durability is the lasting quality of a glass is expressed as -ml. 0.02 N HS0 4 " (ml. N/50 
surface. It is frequently evaluated, after prolonged H2S04) used in the titration. This procedure is des­
weathering or storing, in terms of chemical and physi- ignated as the Powdered Glass Test by the Umted 
cal changes in the glass surface or in terms of changes States Pharmacopeia (USP XVII, pp. 900-901) where 
in the contents of a glass vessel. The glass which is it is the basis of the following container specifications. 
best suited chemically in one situation is often inferior 
in another. This information book covers glassware 
intended for many different uses. For many of these, Type General Description Limits 
special tests or prolonged observation in service are 
required to establish excellence. Great differences 
exist in the chemical properties of glasses .customarily 
used for these different purposes. The result obtained Highly resistant, 
therefore be interpreted I borosilicate glass 1.0in an arbitrary test should 
with caution. 
In this information book, typical values are given for 
several crushed-sample tests in order to indicate chori- III Soda-lime glass 8.5 
cal durability broadly. A glass is handled in a specified 
manner to yield 10 g. of crushed grains that pass a 
No. 40 sieve and are retained by a No. 50. In ASTM 
Test P-W (ASTM Designation C225), this glass is ex- P General-purpose 15.0 
posed to the action of specially purified water at soda-lime glass 
1210C. for 30 minutes after which the alkaline ma­
terial extracted is determined by titration. The result 
G-1 
121 pIGL)f2 C 01.n, 
The frequency with which vortices are shed in a irminm vortex street be­
hind a circular eyliider was first extensively measured by H. Ble'nk, D. Fueis 
and L. Liebers [2]. A regular Kirmidnt street is observed only in the range of 
Reynolds numbers D,'Vr from about 60 to 5000. At loiter Reynolds numbers 
the wake is laminar and has the form vibible in the first two photogriph, of Fig. 1.6; 
at higher Reynoldi numbers there is complete turbulent mixing. Measurements 
show that in the regular range given above, the dimensionle.s frequency, 
D-= S, (Strouhal number) 
alo known as the Strouhal number [20), de1 ,eoids uniquely on the Reynolds 
number. This relationship is shown plotted in Fig: 2.9 which is baued on the more 
recent measurements performed by A. Roshko [10]. The experimentalpoints which 
were obtained with cylinders of different diameters D and at different velocities V 
arrange themselves well on a single curve. At the higher Reynolds numbers the 
Strouhal number rem.ins applroximately-eonsta'nt at S - 0-21. When the diameters 
of the cylinders are small and the velocities are modeLrat e the resulting frequencies 
lie In the acoustic range. For example, the familiar "aeolian tone-" enijitted by 
telegraph wires are the result of these l)l!enolnella. At a velocity of V = 10 in/see 
(30.4S ft,' ee) and a ;ire of 2 mm (0-070 in) in diameter, the frequency becomes 
? = 0-21 (10/0-002) = IO5see- ', und the correspondingReynolds number R e 1200. 
! 111'7&i, li
i I/". 
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5.2 Temperature and Pressure Resistance.
 
5.2.4- Leakage. A thermal cycle test loop was built containing the 
elements indicated schematically in Figure 5,2.4(a). Ambient air is 
increased in pressure by the air fan. An electric heating element 
increases the air temperature to a preselected level. The high temper­
ature air is introduced into the normally exit air duct. The air flows 
through the ducting internal to the manifold and the tube elements and 
out the normally inlet air duct. The reverse air flow path isused to 
simulate the temperature gain of the air as would exist under normal 
operating conditions. The air flow rate ismonitored by the inclinometer 
which measures the pressure drop of the collector due to air flow. The 
flow rate used was inthe range of that expected under normal operating 
conditions; viz. a flow rate which causes approximately 0.3 inches w.v. 
pressure drop. 
Temperatures were monitored on a strip chart recorder with the
 
sensors located as indicated inFigure 5.2.4(b). The three hour cycle
 
to temperature and return to essentially ambient conditions as shown in
 
Figure 5.2.4(c) was selected to allow a reasonable total elapsed time
 
for the cycle testing and still allow all temperatures to reach essentially
 
steady state conditions. After the accumulation of a selected number of
 
cycles, the air supply was disconnected and the inlet and exit ducts
 
taped dlosed. One tube was removed allowing the direct connection of
 
a pressurized air supply to the air manifold. A rubber stopper, with
 
two access holes was inserted into the manifold well inplace of the
 
tube and silicone seal. The second access hole was connected to an
 
inclinometer of 5 inches w.g. total range for an accurate measurement
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of pressure. A precision air.flow neter was used to measure the volume
 
of leakage air flow.
 
The regulated air supply provided a precise control of manifold
 
pressure from 0 to 5 inches w.g. The manifold pressure was set and
 
allowed to stabilize. The volume of air flow required to maintain the
 
selected manifold pressure is a measure'of the leakage flow rate of
 
the collector. Since time was required to make the change over,
 
leakage air flow at the maximum temperature condition could not be
 
accomplished. Therefore, a qualitative indication of leakage flow at
 
maximum temperature was obtained by simply taping shut-the exit flow
 
duct. A-smoke bomb was fired and the smoke ingested into the inlet to
 
the fan. At no time could any evidence of leakage'as indicated by a
 
smoke pattern be detected.
 
The measured leakage flow rate after the accumulation of various
 
numbers of thermal cycles isindicated in Figure 5.2.4(d). Itwill be.­
noted that the high temperature condition was approached in steps as
 
a'precautionary measure. The principal features of the data are first
 
the very low leakage flow rate measured at the order of 0.1% of oper­
ating flow and second'the lack of any trend towards an increase in
 
leakage flow rate. The scatter inthe data indicates that the tight­
ness with which the flow ducts were enclosed and with which the pressure
 
source and inclinometer were attached to the manifold caused variations
 
inthe measured value of leakage flow rate as large as the leakage
 
volume flow itself. Note that leakage flow was measured up to 5 inches
 
w.,g. which isa factor of 10 or more higher than the collector pressure
 
drop itself.
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Upon physical exaniaatlon there -was no- sign of creep or embrittle­
ment of the silicone seals.
 
5.2.5 Deterioration of Gaskets and Sealants.
 
The tests conducted and described inSection 5.2.4 are evidence
 
of the capability of the gaskets and sealants to withstand operating
 
service conditiohs. It is felt that the very low leakage evidenced at
 
high temperature (smoke bomb tests) and near ambient conditions (direct
 
leakage flow measurement) represent more demanding requirements than
 
those of the approved Acceptance Test Procedure. The capability of the
 
materials to operate satisfactorily after exposure to extreme cold
 
conditions was evidenced during the extreme weather conditions of the
 
Toledo winters of 1977 and 1978. Examination of the gaskets and sealants
 
used inthe ERDA collector array upon disassembly of a manifold after
 
removal inMarch 1978 show no signs of creep, embrittlement, cracking
 
or other deterioration. Testing of the assembled array just prior to
 
removal from the roof showed no signs of loss of ability to perfonn the
 
intended functions.
 
5.2.6 Transmission Losses Due to Outgasing.
 
This section isnot applicable to the Model SEC-601 col'lector
 
tube elements since the transmission path is a hard vacuum totally
 
enclosed inhermetically sealed glass. However, this section is
 
applicable in intent since a loss of vacuum due to outgasing of the
 
glass and/or selective surface or a deterioration of the selective
 
surface due to long term exposure to the higi tsmperatures which can
 
obtain under no flow conditions can cause a deterioration in performance.
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To accumulate evidence that the collector tube elements have the
 
requisite long term stability under exposure to normal operating con­
ditions, all of the tube elements of the ERDA air collector were ranked
 
by a standard outdoor sunshine test. The tube elements were tested
 
first on 10/30 to 11/1, 1976. They were retested on 7/13/77 and a sample
 
lot retested 3/20/78. The cover tubes were not cleaned at any time
 
during the entire test period except by the natural processes of rain
 
and melting snow. The 'evel of insolation in the tilt plane of the
 
outdoor test rack was noted for each day of test at the time the
 
stagnation temperatures were measured. A suitable day for the stagna­
tion tests was determined qualitatively as relatively "cloud clear"
 
by the test operator.
 
The test data is shown in Figure 5.2.6(a)'. The change in'the
 
average value of stagnation temperature was of the order of 1.5%, well
 
within the possible experimental error. The tubes were subjected to
 
no flow stagnation conditions almost every weekend and over the holiday
 
periods from 11/15/76 to 3/17/88, a period of 17 months.
 
Three major installations, GSA Building, Saginaw, Michigan; Terraset
 
School, Reston, Virginia, and the Troy Library, Troy, Ohio represent a
 
total of 12,672 tube elements installed and operating under field ser­
vice conditions. Tube elements have been replaced for apparent loss of
 
thermal performance under the 0-I warranty agreement. The'reason for
 
failure has been investigated and in all cases was attributed to loss
 
of vacuum due to a micro crack developing in one of the glass seal
 
areas. No failure was attributed to outgassing or coating deterioration
 
under field operating conditions.
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Review of items 5.2.4, 5.2.5 and 52.-6,successfully completed.
 
Robert F. Ronaker 	 Kenneth L. Iloan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
,7 4/j, . "' ,, ,- .- ,, .., 
D-avd C. Miller, Ph.D. 	 "ljlliam C. Louie, V.P. 
SI& Certification Officer 	 P.E. (i. 11084)
 
SH&M Certification
 
HnASA
Approval
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$ i : !t .r , j : ; ,;) 
December 12, 1977
 
Intra-Company 
to G. R. Mather - Dev-.. Ctr. 
subject 
VACUUM LOSS INSUNPAK(Ttl) TUBES AT GSA BUILDING, -
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN, 11/30/77 <.4 
Seven tubes returned from the subject installation by Mr. E. G. J.
 
LaBonte were examined to determine the cause of suspected vacuum degrad­
ation. The tubes had been selected out because they were warm to the
 
touch.
 
A summary of the analysis is given in Table 1. Five of the seven
 
tubes had a capillary channel in the tip-off. One tube had a pinhole
 
in the tipoff tubulation seal to the cover tube. One tube had a crack
 
in the cover tube due to external damage.
 
-The above described tubes represent seven out of 1200 tubes in the
 
first row or 0.58%.
 
/ 
Louis Span udis
 
LS/gs
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Table 1.
 
Analysis of Sunpak(TM) Tubes With Suspected Poor
 
Vacuum; Saginaw GSA Building; 11/30/77
 
Batch Number -Analysis
 
'A-197 Tip Qff Capillary
 
A-206 Tip Off Capillary
 
A-282 Tip Off Capillary
 
A-134 Tip Off Capillary
 
A-132 Tip Off Capillary
 
A-206 Pinhole inTubulation--

Cover Tube Seal
 
A-730 Crack Due to External Cover
 
Tube Damage.
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5.3 Chemical Compatibility of Components.
 
The design and material specifications for the ERDA and the
 
Model SEC-601 collectors were reviewed and itwas judged that similarity
 
could be used for compliance to the criteria of Section 5.3. Since
 
seventeen months of service experience has been accumulated, only data
 
from the ERDA array will be used. One of the two ERDA manifolds was
 
disassembled to allow complete inspection of all critical components by
 
a representative of the certifying agency.
 
5.3.1 Materials/Transfer Fluid Compatibility.
 
No evidence of corrosion of the aluminum divider strip, the
 
aluminum distributor tube or glass surfaces could be detected. Inthe
 
Model SEC-601 collector, air flow is contained entirely within glass or
 
aluminum materials.
 
5.3.2 Corrosion of Dissimtlar Materials.
 
A review of the drawings and material specifications of the
 
ERDA and Model SEC 601 collectors demonstrates that no non-dialectric
 
materials are incontact one with the other within active collector flow
 
path.- The only dissimilar metals incontact with each other are 6061
 
Type aluminum with Type 340 stainless steel inthe support structure.
 
These are compatible materials for the application.
 
.5.3.3 Corrosion by Leachable Substances.
 
Upon close Inspection of the ERDA manifold, no evidence of
 
corrosion by leachable substances occurred.
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5.3.4 Effects of Decomposition Products.
 
A close inspection of the ERDA manifold and a review of per­
formance data over the seventeen C17) month test period demonstrates
 
no impairment in the ability of any of the components to perform their
 
intended function.
 
Review of items 5.3, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 successfully
 
-completed.
 
-Robert F. Romak~r Kenneth L. Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203)
 
0.1. Approval
 
David C.Miller, Ph.D. William C. Louie, V.P. 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. (Mi. 11084) 
SH&G Certification Officer 
T9anager
NASA Approval
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-6.1 Accessibtiity for-Maintenance and- Servicino.
 
6.1.1 Access for system maintenance.
 
The Model SEC-601 collector subsystem has been designed
 
for zero maintenance during its seryice life. However, the collector
 
tube element could encounter service use failure due to natural causes
 
such as unusual hail conditions or due to human factors such as vandalism
 
orlimpact failure in handling. The need for replacement will be realized
 
through visual observation of obvious glass breakage or by the detection
 
of;sub-par insulation properties of a collector tube element. The lat­
tel condition may be ascertained by physical hand contadt with the glass
 
cover tube and a sense of its being above ambient temperature; a lack
 
of frost covering on the glass surface where most other tube covers are
 
frosted; or by sophisticated techniques such as the use of infra red
 
radiation detectors.
 
All of the collector elements required for the removal -and replace­
ment of a collector tube are easily accessible from above the plane of
 
the collector. The system's designer/installer must ensure that suit­
able space is available for the mounting of a temporary support which
 
can accommodate a workman for the removal and replacement activity.
 
It is recommended that any collector tube replacement be accomplished
 
in the early morning or late afternoon hours. If only a minor replace­
ment effort (perhaps 10% of the tubes in a module or less) is *equired,
 
no problem is introduced by collector tube change at hny time of the
 
day. Two precautions should be observed. First, the center air dis­
tributor tube could be very hot and could burn the skin if touched
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shortly after removal of the collector tube. Second, ifthe control
 
thermocouples .are inthe annulus of the collector tube element being
 
removed, an overtemperature condition could develop after the collector
 
tube isreplaced and prior to the time system activation isattempted.,
 
Proper control system functioning would prevent system start-up.
 
.6,1.2 Access for system monitoring.
 
Thermocouples Ctwo-copper-constanton, Type T) are provided
 
to indicate the temperature of the air in the annulus of a collector tube
 
element. These couples are intended for use in the control of the
 
solar energy system. The collector inlet and exit air temperatures
 
and air mass flow measurements are required to monitor the collector
 
thermal performance. It is recommended that six element thermopiles
 
be mounted inthe transition ducting leading to and from the collector
 
manifold if individual collector module monitoring isdesired, If
 
monitoring of the-performance of a collector array isdesired, suitable
 
temperature and air flow sensing elements will have to be located in
 
CPO5 appropriate cross sections of the system main air ducting. 
6.2 Installation, Operation and Maintenance Manual.
 
6.2.1 Installation instructions.
 
A section of the manual deals with the installation of a
 
Model SEC-601 air collector subsystem. No special provisions are provided
 
for interconnections between modules. The interconnection between col­
lector modules isto, be provided as a part of the dwelling/site installation
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6.2.2 Maintenance and operation instructions,..
 
Sections of the manual deal with the operating and the
 
maintenance instructions for the collector subsystem.
 
6.2.3 Maintenance plan.
 
No routine maintenance plan has been developed for the
 
Model SEC-601 collector. No component or subassembly has been designed
 
or selected on the basis of limited life short of the design life (target,
 
20 years) of the collector subsystem.
 
6.2.4 Replacement parts.
 
No special tools or test equipment are required for service,
 
repair or replacement of parts or components of the Model SEC-601 col­
lector. Service, repair or replacement parts required by unforeseen
 
inservice conditions may be ordered from the collector manufacturer:
 
attention, Field Service Engineering, Solar Energy Products Group,'
 
1020 N.Westwood, Toledo, Ohio, 43666, (telephone (419) 247-9705).
 
6.3 Repair and Service Personnel.
 
6.3.1 and 6.3.2 Servicing of H, HC and HW Systems.
 
A review of the drawings, specifications, maintenance instruc­
tions and a typical installation demonstrates that an installed Model
 
SEC-601 collector can be conyeniently and simply serviced by a trained
 
HVAC service technician using the Installation, Operation and Main­
tenance Manual.
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11.2 	Durability and Reliability of Dwelling and Site,
 
11.2.1 Chemical corrosion. Satisfactory completion of Criteria
 
,5.3.3 and 5.3.4 (_Chapter Five) satisfies the criterion of this sec­
tion - 11.2.1. 
11.2.2 Heat andmoisture.
 
Physical and visual inspection of a Model SEC-601 collector sub­
system installed and operating demonstrates that no heat or moisture
 
build up can orwill occur by a collector,installation.
 
11.3 	Durability and reliability of connections.
 
11.3.1 Satisfactory completion of Criterion 5.3.2 of Chapter Five
 
constitutes 	satisfactory compliance with this criterion - 11.3.1.
 
Review of items 11.2, 11.2.1, 11.2.2, 11.3 and 11.3.1 successfully
 
completed. o ertFa' 
RobertF. RomaKer Kenneth L. Moan 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. (Ohio 5203) 
0.1. Approval 
Will iam C. oue, V.P, 
SH&G Certification Officer P.E. CMi. 11084) 
SH&G Certiftcation Officer
 
NASA Approval
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*UJS5UOVEFIMENT FRINTING OFFICE 1a79-e4oa1/gg.1EaIOp NO.4 
Review.-of items 6.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.2,,6.2, 6_.2._I_,..6.2.2, 6.2,3, 
6.2.4, 6.3, 6.3.1 and 6.3.2
 
Rober F.- Rdmkr" Kenneth L.Moan
 
0.1. Test Engineer P.E. COhio 5203)
0.1. Approval
 
Daid- C. iller, Ph.D. William C. Louje, V.P.
 
Si&G Certification Officer -P.E. CMi. 11084)
 
SH&G Certification Officer
 
1udle
M.
John 

Technical Manager
 
NASA Approval 
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